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CHAPTER I.
TTITRODUCTORY f^URVEY
.
In 17f:^ Croat J'ritain was confronted with the monentous prob-
lem of the rtvad justment of all her colonial relations in order to
meet the new conditions resulting from the peace of Paris, when
iminense areas of territory and savaj^e and alien peoples were add-
ed to the empire. The necessity of strengthening the imperial
ties between the old colonies and the mother country and reorgan-
izinij the new acquisitions came to the forefront at this time and
led the government into a course soon to end in the disruption of
the em.pire. Certainly not the least of the que -tions demanding
solution was that of the d.isposition of the country lying 'to the
westv/ard of the colonies, including a number of French settlements
and a broad belt of Indian nations. Tt does not, hov/ever, come
within the proposed limits of this study to discuss all the "Mf-
ferent phases of the western policy of England, except in so far
as it may bo necessary to m.ahe m.ore clear her a'titude towards
the French settlem.ents in the Illinois country.
The European situation lead-ing to the Seven Years V/ar,v;hich
ended so d.i sastrousl^/ to French dominion^ is too fc.niiliar to need
repetition. That struggle- was the culmination of a series; of con-
tinental and colonial wars beginning towards t'le close of the
seventeenth century and ending with the definitive treaty of 17fi3.
During the first quarter of the century France occupied a predori-
inatirjg position among the pov/ers. Through the aggressiveness of

Louie XIV and his ministers her boimdarioc had been' pushed east-
v.'urd and westward, v.-hich soriouoly tiTeatenGd the balance "f power
on the continent. Untj 1 174V England and Austria had been in al-
liance against their traditional enemy, v/hi le in the Austrian Suc-
CGssion France had lent her aid to Prussia in the disnembernent of
the Austrian dominions,- at the same time extendinrr; her own power
in the interior of America and India. Tn the interval of ncm.inal
peace after the treaty of Aix-la-Chapelle in 174P, preparations
were ber;un for another contest. The astute diplomacy of Kaunitz
"/on P'rar.ce from her traditional enmity and secured her as ar open
1
ally for I'aria Theresa in her war of revenge. \¥h.ile the European
situation was giving occasion for ne^: alignments of pov;ers, affair
in Am^erica were becoming more and more important as between France
and. England. Tere for over a century the two powers had been ri-
vals for the territorial and commercial suv-rem.acy.
In North America the pioneers had won for her the greater
part of the continent,- t>ie extensive valleys of the St. Lawrence
and tiie ''ississippi with all the land watered by their tributaries
The French claim to this region was based almost entirely upon
discovery and exploration, for in all its extent less than one
thousand people were permanently settled. Canada at t^e north and
the region about Nev; Orleans on the extreme south containing the
bulk of the population, while throughout the old . Northwest settle-
2
ments were few o.nd scattering. Trading posts and sm.3.11 villages
existed at Vincennes on the IVabash Rivor, at Detroit on a river
1. Perkins, France under Louis XV , II, pp 1-P3.
S. Parkman, I'ontcalm and Volfe,!, r.-rj 1-39.

of the sane name, at St, Joseph near I,ake Michi^mn and other Iso-
lated places . Outside of Detroit, tl^e most inportant md popn.loutj
settlement was situated along the eastern banlr of the Iv'ississippi,
In the southwestern part of the present st^.te of 'Illinois. Here
rrere the villages of Kaskaskia, ot. Phi llippe, Prairie du I.ocher,
Chartres village and Cahokia, containing a population of barely
tv/o thousand people.
In contrast to this vast area of French territory and the
sparceness of its |)opulation rere the British colonies, with nore
than a ?^illion people confined to the narrow strip betv/een the Al-
leghany mountains and the Atlantic ocean. These provinces wero
becoming comparatively crowded and many enterprising families of
English, Scotch Irish, and German extraction were pushing westward
towards the m.ountains. Each year saw the pressure on the western
border increased; the great unoccupied valley of the Ohio invited
homeseekers and adventurers v/estward in spite of hostile French
and Indians. By the fifth decade the barriers were being broken
through by constantly increasing numbers, and the French fomid
their possession of the West and their monoply of the fur trade
seriously threatened.
To prevent such encroachments the French, sought to bind their
possessions together with a line of forts-_extending .from the St.
Lawrence down the Ohio valley to the Gulf of I'exico. It had in-
deed been the plan of such men as ha Salle, Iberville, and T.ien-
ville to bring this territory into a, com.pact whole and lim.it the
English colonies to the line of noimtainc. New Orleans and !".obile
gave France com.T^and of the Gulf of I'exico and the Mississippi
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Kiver; Loui sbiirr;, Nlafr:ara, and Frontenac afforded protection for
Canada. The v/oak point for Franco v;as the Ohio valley, in thn vr
-
per part of which Virr^inia and Pennsylvania nettlers had already
located. Celoron, who \7ent down the Ohio in 1740, burying plates
.
^p-r"' to sij^nify Fi'onch dominion, v.-arnin-- "ri.'^liah nettlerr- :wO
traders, and persuading the Indians to drive out the invaders of
th.eir hunting grounds, saw the inevi tableneon of the conflict.
The American phare of the final struggle for colonial onpire was
1
to begin in this region.
In the early years of the v/ar Great Britain and her ally met
with serious reverses every v;here, and it seemed probable that
France would be able to hold her line of defense in America. The
I
French colonies, however, ivere fundamentally v/eak. Being vvholly
dependent upon the mother country, when the latter became absorbed
in the coctinental struggle to the exclusion of her interests in
her colonial possessions, defeat was inevitable. By 1758 the tide
was turning in America; this, together with t'le victories of Olive
I
in India and Frederick the Great at Rosstaach and Leuthen, started
Franco on her downward road to ruin as a world power, and v/ith the
transference of the American struggle to Canada by the capture of
Montreal and Quebec the v/ar v/as at an end. In 1762 the finaniKial
condition of Francebecame so desperate that Choiseul -v-as anxious
for peace and he found George III and Lord Bute ready to abandon
their Prussian ally, and even to give up the fruits of some of the
brilliant victories of 1762 which brought Spain to her loiees.
II
1. Parkm.an, Montcalm and Wolfe, I, pp 39-67.
" 2.. Hunt, Pol. Hist", of England, X, pp 23-40.

The definitive treaty f' r--^^';^ "•m -.leaned Foi^r- r. t-, t^.-,-^,,
by the tor.na of which France ceded to Great Britain all of Canada
and n;avo up her claim to the territory east of the Mississippi Riv-
er, except the city of New Orleans, addin.r to this the right of
the free navigation of the Mississippi. Spain received back Ha-
vana ceding Florida to England in return. A few weeks before
signing the definitive treaty. Prance, in a secret treaty with
Spain ceded to her the city of Nov/ Orleans and the vast region
stretching from the Mississippi towards the Pacific. Thus Has
France divested of practica,lly every inch of territory in America.
The French colony in the Illinois country had been originally
established with the view of forming a connecting link bet.ween the
colonies in Louisiana on the south and Canada at the northeast.
La Salle himself had recognized the possible strategic value of
such an establishm.ent from both a commercial and military stand-
point. Before any settlements had even been m.ade on the lower
Mississippi, he and his associates had attem.pted in 1682 the for-
mation of a colony on the Illinois R?'ver, near the present site of
Peoria. This the first attempt at western colonization was a fail-
ure. The opening of the following century saw the beginning of a
more successful and permanent colony, ?/hen the Catholic missiona-
ries from. Quebec established their missions at Kaskaskia and Caho-
4
kia, near the villages of the Illinois Indians. ' They were soon
1. Text of treaty in Chalmers, Collections of Treaties
,
I,
467-483. Canadian Archives, 1907 Report, 73-84. Hildreth, Hist.
of U. S ., 501-503.'
2
. Parkman , La Salle and the Discovery of the Great West ,312.
3. IIJD., 3in.
'
4^ Cahokia was founded in 1699 by the priests of the Seminary
of Foreign Missions.

follov/od by hunters and fur traders, and durinr^ the first two de-
cades of t' o eigViteenth century a considorablo nur.ibor of famlioa
inicrated from Canada, thus assuring tho permenoncy of the settle-
ment.
Meanwhile tho contemporaneous colony of Louisiana had (';;;rov7n
to some importance, and in 1717, when tho Company of tho West as-
sumed control of the province, the Illinois countr;; was annexed.
Prior to this time it had been within the jurisdiction of Qucboc.
This (rave the Illinois country a period of prosperity, m.any new
enterprizes being undertaken. Shortly after its annexation to
Louisiana, Pierr^-^ Boisbriant was given a commission to govern tho
Illinois country, and among his instructions was an order to erect
a fort as a protection against possible encroachmients from the
English and Spanish. About 1720 Fort Ghartres v/s.s completed and
became thereafter the seat of government during the French regime.
In 1721 the Company of the West divided Louisiana into nine dis-
1
tricts, extending east and 7/est of the Mississippi River between
the lines of the Ohio and Illinois rivers. In 1732 Louisiana pass-^
ed out of the hands of the Com.pany of the V/est Indies, and, togeth-
2
er with the Illinois dependency, became a royal province. It re-
mained in this status until the close of the Seven Years War.
;j
During this period its relation with Louisiana had becom.e economic
as vvell as political, all of its trade being carried on through
New Orleans, and the southern colony often owed its existence to
the large supplies of flour and pork sent down the river from the
Illinois country, . ji
i!
1. V/insor, Harr. a.ncl Cri t . Hist . V, 4-'3.
2. Ibid., 49.
3. Ibid., 53>
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CHAPTI^H II.
THE OCCUPATION OF ILLINOIS.
By the treaty of Paris the title to the Illinois region pass-
ed to Great Britain, but Fort Chartres v/as not immediately occu-
pied. Detachraents of Dritish troops had takbn possession of prac-
tically every other post in the newly ceded territory as early as
1760. The occupation of the forest posts of Green Bay, Mackinac,
St. Joseph, Ouitanon, Detroit, Fort Miami, Sandusky, Niagara and
others seemed to indicate almost complete British dominion in the
'Vest. The transfer of the Illinois posts, hov/ever, remained to be
effected, and although orders were forwarded from France in the
j|
summer of 17Po to the officers coTTjnanding in the ceded territory
to evacuate as soon as the English forces appeared, almost three
years elapsed before this was accomplished: for soon after the an-
nouncement of the treaty of cession, that broad belt of Indian
tribes stretching from, the fringe of the eastern settlem.ents to
jj
the !!issis^3ix)pi rose in open rebellion. This unexpected move-
ment had to be reckoned with before any thought of the occupation
of the Illinois could be seriously entertained.
Of the two great northern Indian fam.ilies, the Iroquois had
jj
generally espoused the English cause during the recent war, while
1. Parkman, Conspiracy of Ponti ac, II, 272-273.
2. For the Indian rebellion the best secondary accounts are:
Parkman, C onspi racy of Pontiac, 2 vols., passim. Kingsford, Hist ,
of Can., 1-112. Poole, The //est, in Winsor, Narr. & Crit. Hj^stj^
of_Amer., VI., 684-700. winsor. Miss. Basin , 432-446. E'ancro'ft,
Hist, of U. S., IV., 110-133. (Ed. of 1852, containing references.)
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tiio Algonquin nations, living in Canada, uii i the Lake and Ohio re-
gions, had supported the French. At the close of the war the great
er portion of the French had sworn fealty to the English crown;
but the allogiance of their nllies, the Algonquins, was at best
only temporary. It was thought that, since the pov/er of France
had been crushed, there would be no further motive for the Indian
tribes to continue hostilities; but from 1761 there had been a
growing feeling of discontent among the western Indians. So long
as France and Great Britain were able to hold each other in check
in America, the Indian nations formed a balance of power, so to
speak, betv/een them, England and France vied 7/ith each other to
conciliate the savages and to retain their good will. As soon,
however, as English dominion was assured, this attitude ".vas some-
what changed. The fur trade under the French had been v;-ell regu-
lated, but its condition under the English from 1760 to 1763 was
1 2
deplorable. The English traders v/ere rash and unprincipled men
who did not scruple to cheat and insult their Indian clients at
every opportunity. The more intelligent of the western and north-
ern Indians perceived that their hunting grounds v/ould soon be
overrun by white settlers with a fixed purpose of permanent settle-
3
ment. This was probably the chief cause of the Indian uprising.
There rem.ained in the forests many French and ronegade traders and
hunters who constantly concocted insidious reports as to English
designs and filled the savage minds with hope of succor from the
1. Parkman, Conspiracy of Pontiac, I, 182,
2, Johnson to Lords of Trade, lU Y. Col. Docs ., VII, pp 929,
955, 960, 964, 987.
Johnson to Amherst, July 11th, 1763 N . Y. Col. Docs.
,
VII,
532.
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1
Kinr of France- I.^any of tho Fronch inhabitance had s^nce 1760 ora-
tcrated beyond the Mississippi, because, aa the Indians thour,ht, thoy
o
feared to live under Knrlish rule. This doubtless contributed
soraethinf^ toward t' e rising discontent of the savages. Finally tho
policy of economy in expenses, which General Amherst entered upon,
by cutting off a large part of the Indian presents, always so in-
dispensable in dealing with that race, augured poorly for tho In-
dians future.
On the part of the mass of the Indians tho insurrection was
probably a nere outbreak of resentment; but Pontiac, the great
chief of the Ottawas, had a clearer vision. He determined to re-
habilitate French power in tho west and to reunite all the Indian
nations into one great confederacy in order to ward off the approach-
ing dangers. During the years 1761-1762 the plot was developed.
In 1762 Pontiac dispatched his emissaries to all the Indian nations.
The ramifications of the conspiracy extended to all the Algonquin
tribes, to sor:e of the nations on the lower Mississippi and even
included a portion of the Six Nations. The originalaim of the plot
was the destruction of the garrisons on the frontier, after which
the settlements were to be attacked. The attack on the outposts,
beginning in Iiay, 1763, was sudden and overwhelming; Detroit, Fort
Pitt, and Niagara alone held out, the remainder of the posts fall-
ing without an attempt at defense. Had the proclamation of 1763,
which aimed at the pacification of the Indians by reserving to them
the western lands, been issued earlier in the year, this devastat-
1. Johnson to Amherst, July 11th, 1763. N. Y. Col. Docs.,
VII, 532.
2. • Parkman, Conspi racy of Pontiac, I, 181, quoting from, a
letter of Sir William Johnson to Gov. Golden, Dec. 24, 1763.
IWinsor, Hiss. Easin, 433.
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ing might have boon avoidod. i'oaceful pacification r/aa now out of
the queotion« Durinr; the aumraerc of 1763 and 1764 Colonel Bouquet
raised the siege of Fort Pitt, penetrated Into tho enemy's country
in the upper Ohio valley region and completely subdued the Ghav/nee
and Delaware tribes upon whom Pontiac had placed every dependence.
Previous to Boquet's second campaign. Colonel Bradstreet had ad-
vanced with a rietachment along tho southern shore of Lake Erie,
penetrating as far west as Detroit, whence companies v;ere sent to
occupy the posts in the upper lake region. In the campaign as a
whole the Bouquet expedition was tho most effective. After the
ratification of a series of treaties, in v/hich the Indians promised
allegiance to the English crown, the eastern portion of the rebel-
lion was broken.
It no7/ remained to penetrate to the Illinois country in order
to relieve the French garrison. Pontiac had retired thither in
1764, after his unsuccessful attempt upon Detroit; there he hoped
to rally the western tribes and sue for the support of the French.
But as we shall see, his schemes received a powerful blow upon the
refusal of the comm.andants to countenance his pleas.
To what extent Pontiac was assisted by French intriguers in
the development of his plans may never be positively known. As has
already been pointed out, French traders v/ere constantly among the
Indians, filling their minds 7/ith hopes and fears. That the plot
included French officials may be doubted; although Sir William
1
Johnson and General Gage seemed convinced that such was the case.
1. Johnson to Lords of Trade, July 1, 1763, N. Y. Col. Docs.,
VII, 525. Johnson to iLmherst, July 8, 1763, Ibid., 531. Johnson to
Lords of. Trade, Dec. 26, 1764, Ibid., 6S8-689. Gage to Bouquet,
June 5, 1764, Can. Arch., Series A, Vol. 8, p 409. Gage to Bouquet,
Oct. 21, 1764, Ibid., p 481. Johnson to Gov. Colden, Jan. 22, 1765,
Johnson MSS, X, No. 99;^
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Thelr belief, however, waa based almost v/holly upon reports from
Indian runners, whose credibility as witnesses may well be ques-
tioned. A perusal of the cossespondenco of t:'0 French officials
residing in Illinois and Louisiana, and their official conmunica-
tions with the Indians during this period goes far to clear them
complicity in the affair.
General Gage, who succeeded Amherst as commander -in- chief
of the British array in America in November, 1763, v/as convinced
3
that the early occupation of the western posts was essential,
since it would ina measure cut off the comjnuni cation between the
French and Indian nations dwelling in that vicinity. The Indians,
finding themselves thus inclosed would be more easily pa,cified.
But the participation in the rebellion of the Shawnee and Delaware
tribes of the upper Ohio river region precluded for a time the
possibility of reaching the Mississippi posts by way of Fort Pitt,
without a much larger force than Gage had at his command in the
4
east; and the colonies were already avoiding the call for troops.
1. Can. Arch. Report, 1905, I, 470. Neyon to Kerlerc, Dec.l,
1763, Bancroft Coll., Lenox Lib. Extract from letters of M. D'
Abaddie, Jan., 1764, Can. Arch. Report, I, 471. n' Abaddle to the
French minister, 1764, Ibid., 472.
2, This is the viev; taken by Parkma.n, Conspiracy of Pontiac,
11,279, and by Bancroft, Hist, of U. S
., V, 1"3, 136." But Kings-
ford, in '"is Hist, of Can .,V, 25, takes an -opposite viev/. He says
that the " high character claimed for Pontiac cannot be establish-
ed." " He oa.^ be looked upon in higher light, than the instrument
of the French officials and traders." On page 6 he declars that
"there is no evidence to establish him as the central figure organ
izing this hostile feeling."
3. Gage to Halifax, July 15, 1764, Bancroft Coll., Eng. & Am.,
1764-1765. l^insor. Miss. Basin
,
444, 456. Winsor, Narr. & Crit .
Hist, of Am . VI, 702.
'
5. Beer, British Col. Policy, 263. Kingsford, Hist, of Can., V, 68

The only other available route v/aa by v/ay of New Orleans and the
TTiosissippi Kiver whoae navif.ation had been declared open to
French and English alike by the treaty of Paris. Little opposi-
tion night be expected from the southern Indians toward whom a
much TTiore liberal policy had been pursued than with the northern
tribes. Presents to the value of four or five thousand pounds had
been sent to Charleston in 1763 for distribution among the southern
nations which counter-acted in a large measure the machinatioriS of
1
tlie French traders from New Orleans. The Florida ports, I.'obile
and Pensacola, were already occupied by English troops, and Gage
and his associates believed, that with the co-operation of the
o
French Governor of Louisiana a successful ascent could be made.
Accordingly in January, 1764, Major Arthur Loftus, with a de-
tachment of three hundred and fifty-one men from the twenty-second
regiment embarked at Mobile for New Orleans, where preparations
were to be made for the voyage. A company of sixty "'^en from, this
regiment were to be left at Fort Massac on the Ohio River, while
4
the remainder were to occupy Kaskaskia and Fort Chartres. At New
Orleans boats had to be built, supplies and provisions procured,
and ^^uides and interpreters provided. The expedition set out from
New Orleans February 27. Three weeks later the flotilla was at-
tacked by a band of Tonica Indians near Davion*s Bluff, or Port
1. V/jnsor, Miss. Basin ,' 655. Ogg, Opening of Miss ., 301.
2. Bouquet to Amherst, Dec. 1, 1763, Can. Arch., 3er. A,
Vol. IV, p 4i3. Gage to Bouquet, Dec. 22, 17G3, Ibid., Vol. P,p 341.
3. Lt. Col. Robertson to Gage, March "i"^ 1764, I'.an. Coll.,
Eng. & Am., 1764-1765, De Villers, Les dernier s Anne/s de la
Louisiana, 180.
4. Robertson to Gage, !'ar. n, 1764.
5. Ibid.
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1
Adaino, about two hundred and forty miles abovo Nev/ Orleans. After
the losG of s-^voral men in tho i.^oats corapoaing the van/;^uard, T,oftU3
ordered a rotreat, and the expedition was abandoned. Depleted by
sickness, death and desertion the regiment made its v;ay fron New
Orleans back to Hobile.
Major Loftus placed the blame for t'le f ailure of his expedi-
tion upon Governor D' Abadie and other French officials at New
Orleans. There is probably sufficient evidence, however, to warrant
the conclusion that his accusations against the Governor were with-
out foundation. Tho correspondence of D' Abadie, Gage, and others
indicates that official aid was given the English in making their
preparations for the journey, anci letters were issued to the com-
m.andants of the B'rench posts on the Mississippi to render the Eng-
5lish convoys all the assistance in their power. There may have
1. Loftus to Gage, April 9, 1764, Ban. Coll., Eng. & Am.,
17r>4-1765. Gage to Halifax, May 17 --4, Ibid. Farkman, Conspiracy
of Pontiac, 88, 285, S85. Kingsford, Hist, of Can . , V, 69-74.
iTinsor, T'arr. and Crit. Hist, of Am., V~, 701, 7C. Ga^T-arre, i!
Loui si ana
,
II, 102-10:^. !:
2. Loftur to Gare, April 9, 1^64, R^.n. i^o.n . , Eng. -& Am.,
1764-1765. De fillers, Les derniers Anneis de la Louisiana , 1P2-184.
3. Ibid. "
:
4. Robertson to Gage, ::ar. P, 1764, Ibid. " Accoujit of what
happened when the Gnglish attem.pted to take possession of Illinois
by way of the Mississippi," from Paris documents, Can. Arch. Report,
1905, I, 407-411. Farkman, Conspiracy of Pontiac, II, 284, note 1,
containing a letter from Gage thanking B' Abadie for his efforts
in behalf"of the English.
.
.
,
5. Extract from the correspondence of" D ' Abadie v/ith the
B'rench comi'iandants, Jan., 17^34. Can. Arch. Report
, 1905, I, 471.
Farkman, who m.ade a careful study of the correspondence in the
French archives, cam^e to the conclusion that the French officials
may be exonerated* V^insor holds a similar view in his i.'iss issippi
Basin , 452. See also Gayarre, Louisiana, II, 101. Eingford, in his
H ist . of Can
. ,
V, 6.9-74, places no dependence in D* Abadie 's state-
ments
. On the other hand he bases m.ost of his argiiment upon a let-
ter of Loftus which he quotes at length, but gives no hint as to
its location, date, &c. It is evidently not the letter v/ritten to
Gage, Y/liich is quoted above.

been some .listif i cat i on for tho suspicion of Loftiiu i.hat the in-
triguers were at work, for the French as a wholt were not in
syrapAthy with the attempt: the success of the TCn/^^lish meant tho
cessation of the lucrative trado betv/een New Orleans and Illinois.
They were no doubt delighted at the discomfiture fo the English
officer, for when some of the chiefs engageg in the ambuscade en-
1
tered New Orleans they were said to have been publicly received.
Granting, however, the machinations of tho French, the reason
for the failure of Loftus may be found in part in the almost total
lack of precautions adopted before undertaking the journey. Gov-
ernor D' Abadie had given the English officer warning of the bad
disposition of a number of tribes along the Mississippi River, a-
mong vvhom Pontiac had considerable influence, and had assured him
that unless he carried presents for the Indians, he '.vould be unable
to proceed far up the river. The policy of sending advance agents
with convoys of presents for the Indians was successful the follov/-
ing year when the Illinois posts were finally reached from, tho
east; but no such policy was adopted a,t this time. No action v/as
taken to counter-act any possible intrigues on the part of the
French. D' Abadie 's advice was not heeded, and his prophecy was
fulfilled. General Gage in his official correspondence implied
that he did not think sufficient care had been exercised to insure
success, and expressed his belief that if Loftus would make use of
the "necessary precautions" he m.ight get up to the mouth of the
1. Loftus to Gage, April 9th, 1764, Ban. Coll., Eng» & Am.,
1784-1785.
2. Gage to Falifax, April 14th, 1764, N . Col . Docs., VTI,
619.
^..This has reference to those tribes. along the Mississippi
River who were in direct communication with Pontiac '^nd the French.
The great Cherokee and Chicksaw nations were favorable to the Enn;-
lish.

IOhio with littlo interruption. This want of ;)udc;era0nt, thoreforo,
accounts in a large degree for the unfortunate torraination of tho
plana of an approach from tho nouth.
The news of tlie defeat of Loftus had two reaults. First, it
gave Pontiac renewed hope triat he might be able to rally again the
western and northern Indians, and, with French assistance, block
the advance of the English. In the second place it led General
Cage to determine upon an advance from the east, dovm the Ohio
River, which was made practicable by the recent c«ubrnission of the
Delaware Indians.
Meanwhile tne Illinois country in l'^^4 presented an anomalous
situation. Gt. Ange was governing, in the name of Louis XV, a
country belonging to another Icing. Ho was under orders to surrend
er the place as soon as possible to its rightful ovmer ; but tre
prospect for such an event seemed remote. He v/as surrounded by
crov/ds of begging, thieving savagos; and the emissaries of the
greatest of Indian chieftains, Pontiac, were constantly petition-
ing for his active support against tho approaching English. A con
siderable portion of the French traders of the villages ".ere se-
cretly, and sometimes openly, supporting the Indian cause, which
added greatly to the increaoing embarrasment of the corjnandant.
So distressing becam.e the situation that TToyon de Villiers, St.
Ange ' s predecessor, called the latter from Vincennes on the V/abash
and left the country in disgust, tailing with him to New Orleans
1. Gage to Bouquet, May 21, 1764, Can. Arch., Ser. A, Vol. c,
p 7,97-<. nage to '^alifax. May 2d, 1764, Ban. Coll., Emr,. & Am.,
1764-1765." Gage to Haldimand, May 27, 1764, Erit. Mus., Add. M33,
21, f\f\2. Gage to Halifax, July 13, 1764, Ban. Coll., B-ng. & Am.,
1764-1765.

1sixty Qoldiera ..md eif.lity of tho Froncli 5 nliabj tantu . "•"^ h.'i'-l r^hort-
ly bflforo indignantly refused to countenance the propooala of Por-
tlac, and had be;;,n;ed tho Indians to lay down their arms and make
peace with the Enr^lish.
The news of Loftus ' defeat aroused in Pontiac tho thought of
the possibility of mooting and repelling the advance from the east
as it had been met and repelled in the south. In spite of the
news of tho ('efeat of his allies by Bouquet and the report that
preparations were being made by his victorious enemy to advance a-
gainst him, Pontiac deternined to make a last supreme effort. Ey
a series of visits among the tribes dwelling in the Illinois, on
the Wabash and in the Miami country, he succeeded in arousing in
them the inctlnct of self-preservation, in firing the hearts of all
the faltering Indians a.nd in winning the promise of their co-oper-
a.tion in his plan of defense. lie was in this tem.per when he met
and turned hack Captain Thomas ?5.orris in the Miami country early
in the autu:":n of 1764, Morris had been sent by Bradstreet fromi
the neighborhood of Detroit with m-ossages to St. Ange in the Illi-
nois country, whence he was to proceed to New Orleans. After be-
ing maltreated and threatened with the stake, Morris effected an
4
escape and made his way to Detroit. It was during his interview
1. Parkman, Conspericy of Pontiac, II,. Winsor, I'lss. Bas in, 454
2, St. Anr.e to D' Abadie, Aug. 16, I'^64, Can. Arch. Report,
1905, I, 471. Parkman, Conspiracy of Pontiac, II,
_
279-580.
3, The original' journal kept by "j'orris' during his journey is
reprinted in Thwaites, Early "'estern Travels
,
I, 198-208. There
is also a biographical sketch in the sam.e volume. Correspondence
relating to the Morris m.ission is to be found in the Bouquet Col-
lection, Can. Arch. J Ser. A, Vol. 8, pp 475-491. For a good ac-
count of the incident, see Parkman, Conspi racy of P'ontiac
,
IT, 198-
208, and Eingsford, Hist, of Canada, V, 8.
4. This incident illustrates the practical failure of Erad^
streetis' campaign against the Indians in the Lake region. "7hile
he retook the posts, his term.s w-ere so e&sy that the Indians were
not in the least awed by the proximity of his arm.y.

with Pontiac that the latter inforrriGcl Morrio of the repuloo of
LoftUG, of the journey of his emirearioo to Now Orleans to seek
French support, and of his dotornination and that of Iiis Indian
1
allies to rosiat the English to tbe last.
A few months later, in February, 17P5, there arrived at Fort
Cl^artres an English officer, accoirpanied by a trader named Craw-
ford. They v;ere probably the first Englishmen to penetrate thus
far into the form.er P'rench territory since the beginninr of the
war. They had been sent from Mobile by Iiajor Farmer, the comjiiEind-
ant at that place, to bring about the conciliation of the Indians
in the Illinois. Instead of following the Mississippi, they work-
ed their way northward through the great Choctaw and Chicksav; ra-
tions to the Ohio, descended the latter to the "ississippi and
4
thence to the Illinois villages. Although St. Ange received them
cordially and did all in his power to influence trie savages to re-
ceive the English, the m.iGsion of Rose wa,s a failure. The Indians
had nothing but expressions of hatred and defiance for the FJnglish;
even the Missouri £ind Osages from, beyond the Mississippi had fallen
7
under the influence of Pontiac. Ross and his com.panion remained
with St. Ange nearly two m.onths ; but. about the m.iddle of April
1, Thwaites, Early Western Tra.vel s, I, 305.
2, Ross to Farmer, Feb.ri, 1?P5, Ban. Coll., Eng. & Am., 17f-4-
1765. Gage to Halifax, Aug. 10, 1765, IbidV
c. Ross to Earner, May 2b, 1765, Ban. Coll., Eng. Am., 1764-
1765. K. Cordon to Johnson, 'Aug. 10, 1765, Johnson MSS, Vol. XI,
Ko.
4*, Ross to Farm.er, May 25, 1765, Ban. Coll., Eng. & Am., 1764-
1765. 5. Ibid.
6. Ibid.
7. Ibid. Copy of Council held at the Illinois in April, 1765,
Home Office Papers, Dom.. , Geo. Ill, Vol. 3, No. 4(1). Public Rec.
Office. Copy of minutes of Council, April 4, 1765, in Can. Arch.
Report
,
'190^, I, 473. See also De Villiers,
.
Les derniers Anne^s
de la Louisiana, p :?20,

- "'T' -
they were obllf^ed to c.o down the rivor to Now Crlean:. .
During t]'e winter of 17-4-1765 preparations were nado to send
;i 'otachiT^ent of troops ^Uvn the Ohio from Fort Pitt to relieve
Fort Chartrcs. ^o pave the way for the troopc GajF^e dispatched two
agents in advance. I'.o selected Geor;;e Croghan, oir V/illian John-
con's deputy-, for the delicate and dangerous task of going anong
t}ie Indians of that comitry to assure them of the peaceful atti-
tude of the English, to promise them better facilities for trade
and to accompany the promis3 v;ith nubctantial presents. The sec-
oncl agent was Lieutenant Fraser, v;hose mission was to carry let-
ters to the French com?!:andant and a proclination for the inhabit-
4
ants. January ?4, 1765, Fraser and Croghan set out from Carlisle,
Pennsylvania, follov;ed a few days later by a large convoy of pres-
ents. During the journey, the convoy was attacked by a band of
1. Ross to Farmer, Llay 2d, 1765, Ban. Coll., Eng. ec Am., 1764-
1765.
2. Johnson to Gage, June 9, 1764, Johnson KSS, Vol. XIX, Ko.
111. Johnson to Lords of Trade, Dec' 2^, 1764, !J. Y. Col. Docs.,
VII, 689. Douquet to Gage, Jan. 5, l^dd, Can. Arch., Ser. A, Vol.
VII, p 111. iarkrian. Conspiracy of Pontiac , II, S91-292. Winsor,
Narr. 8- Grit. Hist, of Am
., VI, 702. Croghan is one of the most
interesting figi'ires of the period. I!e had entire charge, ^'.s Sir
William Johjison's deputy, of the Indians in the Ohio river region
a,nd was thoroughly conversant with western affairs. For biograph-
ical sketch see Thwaites, Early Western Travel s, I, 47-52, or T". Y
.
Col. DocFj ., VII.
Gage to Bouquet, Dec. 24, 1764, Can. Arch., Ser. A, Vol. VTII,
p 499. Ibid., Dec. 30, 1764, Ibid. This distinction is not gener-
ally rpade. Writers have usually inferred that Fraser simply ac-
companed Croghan in an unofficial capacity. See, hov.-ever. Winsor,
T.'iss. Lasin , 456. Ogg, in Opening of the iii ssissippi , 510, places
Fraser ' s .lournejr a year previous to Croghan' s, v;hich is obviously
an error.
4. Cage to JohJison, Feb. 2, 1765, Parkman Coll., Pontiac :-
Miscell., 1765-1778.
5. Jos. Calloway to Franklin, Jan. 23, 1765, Sparks M33,
XVI, 54, 55.
6. Parkman, Conspiracy of Pontiac, II, 292,

i- eiinsylvania bordoi-ort.;, and a i;.irf,o pari of ti^o ^.ooiJl: eu:^-tined
for the Indians v.'as destroyed, together with nome valuable stores
which certain Philadelphia rnerchanto v/ero forwarding to Fort Pitt
||
'I
for tlie purpose of opening up the trade as early as posoible.
jj
Croghan therefore .found it necessary to tarry at l''ort Pitt to re-
plonish hie. stores and to await the opening of spring. Put another
matter intervened v/hich forced hir to pospone his departure for
more than two months. A temporary defection had arisen among the
Shawnee and Delaware Indians. They had failed to fulfil some of
j
the obligations im.posed upon thera by Pouquet in the previous sum-
j
mer, and there was some fear lest they would not permit Croghan to '
pass through their country. !-is influence was such, however, that,
in an assembly of the tribes at Fort Pitt, he not only received
their consent to a safe passage, taut some of their num.ber volun-
teered to accompa.ny him. |j
Lleanwhile Lieutenant Fraser, Groghan's companion, decided to
proceed alone, inasmuch as Gage's instructions to him were to be
at the Illinois early in April. Cn ITarch 23 he departed, accompa- '
1. The frontiersmen could not understand t?ie significance of i
giving valuable presents to the Indians.
j
2, Johnson to Lords of Trade, Kay 24, 1765, TT . Y. Col. Docs ., il
VII, 716. Parl^man, Conspiracy of Pontiac, TI, S9S-297.
i
•3. Johnson to Lords of TradeT Kay S4, 1765, N . Y. Col. Docs., i
VII. 716. - I
4. Parkman, Conspiracy of Pontiac, II, '^97.
5. Jolinson to Lords of Trade, Jan. 1--, 1765, N . Y« Col. Doc s.,
VII, 894.
6. Groghan's Journal of his transactions, from. B'eb. 2G to
May l'", 1765, KS in Parkman Collection. Johnson to Purton, June
6, 1765, Johnson KSS, X, No. 263.
7. Groghan's Journal of his transactions, from. Feb. 2P to
Kay 12, 1765, MS in Parkm.an Collection.

nied by two or three whites and a couple of Indians, and reached
the Illinois poots in the latter part of April, shortly after the
departure of l.neutenant hoss and his party. Here Frascr found I
o
many of the Indians in destitution and some inclined for peace.
j
Nevertheless, instigated by the traders and encouraged by their
secret supplies, the savages as a v/holo v/ould not listen to Eraser
j
they threatened his life, and threw him into prison, and he v/as fi-
nally saved by the intervention of Pontiac him.self . P'raser felt
himself to be in a dangerous situation; unable to hear from Croghan,,
whom he v/as expecting every day, and daily Insulted and maltreated
|j
by the drunken savages, he took advantage of his discretionary Gr-
a-
ders and descended the Ilississippi to New Orleans. Although the
French traders continued to supply the Indians rrith arms and am-
munition, and buoy up their spirits by stories of aid from the
1. Faisonville, a Frenchman, and one Andrew, an interpreter
7/ere am^ong the v/hites. Shawnee and Seneca Indians also accom.panied i
the party. Note the error in Kingsford, Hist , of Can
., V, 116,
wherein Sinnot is said to have accompanied Fraser. Sinnot had been I
sent about the sam.e time from the south by Indian agent Stuart.
On arriving at the Illinois his goods v/ere pluiidered and he v;as
finally forced to flee to New Orleans. Johnson to Lords of Trade,
Sept. 2V, 1765, TT . Y. Col. Docs ., VTI, 765. Ibid., Nov. 16, 1765,
,j
Ibid., p 776. Apparently Ginnott must have arrived at Illinois '!
after Fracer's departure for Nev; Orleans, since Croghan implies
that the former was still at Fort Chartres while he v.-as a captive |i
at Vincennes. See Croghan' s Journal as printed in the N . Y. Col. r
Docs.
,
VII, 780.
j
S. Parkm.an, Conspiracy of Pontiac, II, 300. I
?. Fraser to Gage, "May 15, 1765, Ban. iSoll., Eng.* 8- Am., '
1764-1765. Fraser to Crawford, Fay 20, 1765, Iiich. Pion. Coll s.,
X, 216--21P. Fraser to Gage, Tay S6, 1765, Ban. Coll., Eng. & Am.,
1764-1765. Gage to Johnson, Aug. 12, 1765, Parkman Coll., Pontiac,
Miscell., 1765-1778.
4. Fraser to Gage, June 16, 1765, Ban. Coll., Eng. S: Am.,
1764-1765. Parkman, Conspiracy of Pontiac, TI, 302. De Villiers,
Les derniTsrs Anjiees de la Louisiana Francais e, 220-221. Reports
were current in the East that Fraser and his party ?iad been killed
by the Indians. See Gage to Johnson, June 17, 1765, :'yers Coll.,
N. Y. Pub. Lib. Johnson to Lords of Trade, July, 1765, Johnson ^
MSS, Vol. XI, No. 43. One of the party, Haissonville, remained in i
the Illinois. Thwaites, Early Western Travels, I, 146. I

king of France, Fontiac hiir.aelf v/aa boin^ rapidly di al llu^ionod
.
Ke had given Fracer the assurance that If the Indians on the Ohio
1
had made a permanent peace, he would do lil^ewiae. Gt. Anfco con-
tinued to sefuso the expected help, and v;hcn Lhe news came of the
failure of the mission to New Orleans and of the transfer of Louis-I
11
iana to Spain, the ruin of the Indian cause v/as complete. ||
]\
Kavinr, ad justedaffairs with the Indians at Fort Pitt, Croghan
'!
set out froiTi there m TTay 15th with two boats, accompanied by sev- i
T
j
eral v/hite companions and a party of Shawnee Indians. In com-pli- 1
ance with messages from Croghan, representatives of numierous tribes!
ij
along the route met him at the m.outh of the Scioto and delivered ||
up a num.ber of French traders who were compelled to take an oath
j
of allegiance to the English crov/n, or pass to the west of the
{
4
I
Mississippi. The only other incident of importance on this voyage
was the attack of the Kickapous and ?Tascoutin Indians near the !
5
m.outh of the Wabash cn June 8th, which contributed greatly to the
success of the mission. After the attack In which two whites and
severa,l Shawnees were killed, the assailants expressed their pro-
found sorrow, declaring that they thought the party to be a band
1. Fraser to Campbell, Lay 20, 17^.5, I'j ch . P i one er Colls .,
X, 216-^^18.
2, St Ange to D' Abadie, Can. Arch. Report
, 1905, I, 471.
5, A party of traders under the leadership of one Crawford
preceeded Croghan. They v;erc, however, cut _off before- reaching
the Illinois. Shuchburgh to Johnson, July 25, 1765, Johnson MSS,
Vol. XI, No. 56.
4. Thwaites, Early Western Travels, I, lol. Parkman, Con-
spiracy of Pontiac
,
II, 7)04, The chief sources of inform.ation for
this journey aire Croghan 's Journals, m.ost of which have been print-
ed in Thwaites, Early V/estern Travels, I, 12F<-166. For secondary
accounts see, Parkman, Conspiracy of Pontiax
,
II, o04-r)15. iCings-
fords. Hist, of Can., 7, 116-120. V.'insor, Narr..& Grit. Hist, cf
Am.
,
VI, 704. Ibid., Miss, hasin, 456-457.
" '
V, Thwaites, Early Western Travels, I, 1/51. Gage to Conway,
Sept. 23, 1765, Pan. Coll., Eng. & Am. , 1764-1765. Parkman,
Conspiracy of Pontia c, II, 504.

1of Charokees with whom they were at enmity. Nevertlieless, the;;
plundered the stores and carried Croghan and the remainder of the
party to Vincennes, a srrall French tov/n on the Wabash. Croghan
was now separated tem/^orari ly from his companions and carried to
Fort Ouiatanon, about ?.10 rrlles north of Vincennes. The politiacl
i
blunder of the Kickapous in firing upon the convoy now became ap-
parent; they v;ere censured on all sides for having attacked their
friends tl-^e Shawnees, since the latter m.ight thus be turned into
i!
deadly enemies. Turing the first week of July deputations from all
the surrounding tribes visited Croghan, assuring him of their de-
sire for peace and of their v/illingnens to escort him to the Illi-
nois where Pontiac v;as residing. July 11th, liaisonville, whom.
Fraser had a fev v/eeks before left at Fort Ghartres, arrived at
Ouiatanon v:ith messages from. St. Ange requesting Croghan to come
to Fort Chartres to arrange affairs in that region. A few days
later Croghan set out for the Illinois, attended by a large con-
course of savages; but he had advanced only a short distance when
he mot Pontiac himself who was on the road to Ouiatanon. They all
returned to the fort where, at a great council, Fontiac signified ]
his willingness to m.ake a lasting peace and promised to offer no
further resistance to the approach of the English troops. There
1. Thwaites, Early Western Travels
,
I, 139.
2. Croghan to I!urray, July 12, 1765, Ban. Coll., Eng. 8.- Am.,
1764-1765. Gage to Conway, Sept. S3, 1765, Ibid. '
3. Croghan to Murray, July 12, 1765, Ibid. Thwaites, Early
Western Travels , I , 146
,
4. Croghan to Murray, July 12, 1765, Ban. Coll., Eng. & Am.,
1764-1765. Thwaites, Early Western Travels
,
I, 144-145. Johnson
to Lords of Trade, July, 1765, Johnson l.SS, Vol. XI, No. 43.
5. Thwaites, Early Western Travel s, I, 145-146.
6. Ibid. Jas. T'acdonald to" Johnson, July 24, 1765, Jolinson
MSS, Vol.* XI, No. 50. Thos. Ilutchins to Johnson, Aug. 13, 1765,
Johnson rsG, Vol. XI, No. 97. Gage to Conway, Sept. 23, 1765,
Ban. Coll., Eng. & Am», 1764-1765.

wac! now no noed to ,ro to Fort ChartroB ; instead Crofhan turned hin
steps toward Detroit, v/horo another important Indian conference
was held in which a £;;oneral peace v;as nade v/lth all the v/estorn
1
Indians.
Imraediately after effecting an accomodation with Pontlac at
Cuiatanon, Croghan sent an account of th& succesE of his necotia-
tions to Fcrt Fitt. Here Captain Stirling with a detachment of
about one hundred ^^^en of the 42d or Black '.Vatch regiment, had been
holding himself in readiness for some ti:ne, waiting for a favor-
able report before moving to the relief of Fort Chartres. Although!
the 34th regiment under T'ajor Farmer was supposed to be m.aking its
way up the Mississippi to relieve the French garrison in Illinois,
General Gage would not depend upon its slow and uncertain move -
'7
ments. Upon receipt of the noY/s, on the 24th of August, Stirling
4
left Fort Pitt and began the long and tedious journey. Owing to
the season of the year the navigation of the Ohio was very diffi-
!=.
cult, forty-seven days being required to com.plete the journey.
The voyage, on the whole, was without incident until about forty
miles below the Wabash River. Here Stirling's force encountered
two boats loaded v;ith goods, in c'harge of a French trader, who was
accompanied by som.e thirty Indians and a chief of the Shav.Tiees,
l.Thwaites, Karly V/estern Travels
,
I, 154-1G6. Johnson to V;al-
lace, Sept. IP, 17R5, Johnson KSS, Vol. XI, No. 56. Gage to Con-
way, Sept. 2o, 1765, Ban. Coll., Eng. & Am,, 1764-1765. Joh^nson
to Lords of Trade, Sept. 28, 1765, N. Y. Col. Docs ., VII, 766.
Gage to Conway, Nov. 9, 1765. Ban. Coll., Eng. & Am., 1764-1765.
2. Gage to Conv/ay, Sept. S3, 1765, Ban. Coll., En,sr. Am.,
1764-1765. Jolinson- to Vallace, Sept. 18, 1765, Johnson IiSS, Vol.
XI, No. 56. Johnson to Lords of Trade, Sept. 28, 1765, N . Y. C ol.
Docs., VII, 766.
3. Gage to Conway, Sept. 23, 1765, Ban. Coll., Eng. & Am.,
1764-1765. 4. Ibid.
5. Stirling to Gage, Oct. 18, 1765, Pub. Rec. Office, A. & W.
Ind. Vol. 122.

]who had remained ii the French interest. On account of the allep:a-
tions of a certain Indian that hin party had planned to fire on the
Englisli bofore they were av/are of tlie latter^' strength, .'-tirling
became apprehensive leet the attitude of the Indians had changed
since Croghan's visit. He therefore rent Lieutenant Rurasey, v/ith
a small party by land from I-ort I'-'aseac to Fort Chartres, in order
to ascertain the exact situation and to apprise St. Ange of his
approach. Rumsey and his guides, however, lost their way and did
not reach the villages until after the arrival of the troops.
I
Sterling arrived on the 9th of October; and it is said that the
Indians and French 'vere unaware of his approach until he v/as with-
in a few miles of the village, and that the Indians upon learning
of the weakness of the English force, assumed a most insolent and
4
threatening attitude. Cn tre following day St. Ange and the i|
'5
French garrison were formally relieved, and with this event, the
1. Sterling to Gage, Cct. Ip, 1765, Pub. Rec Office, A. & W.
Ind. Vol. 122, 2. Ibid. 3. Ibid.
4. Ibid. Sterling asserts that although Croghan claimed to
have made a peace v/ith all the Illinois chiefs, he is assured that
not one was present at the peace conference in Cuiatanon, and that
his own sudden appearance at the village was the real cause of his
success. Sir V/illiam^ Johnson, in a letter to Croghan, Feb. 21, i"o6,
(Johnson MSS, Vol. XTI, No. 60.) casts doubt upon the representa-
tion of Sterling. He says that it is easy to account for his motives,
.^nd that he has written Ven. Gage fully upon the subject. The let-
ter referred to has probably been destroyed; at any rate it is not
in any of the large collections.
V. Sterling to Gage, Cct. IF, 1765, Pub. Rec. Office, A. &. W.
Ind., Vol. 122. Eidington to , Oct. 17> 1765, Cathar Papers,
Vol. 97, Pub. Rec. Office. Gage to Johjison, Dec. 150, 1765, I'S letter
in Pa. Hist. Soc. Lib. Gage -to Harrington, Jan. 1766, Pub. Rec.
Office, A. & VJ. Ind., Vol. 122, Gage to Conway, Jan. 1^, 1766, Ibid.
Johnson to Lords of Trade, Jan. 31, 17-'^6, N. Y. Col. Docs., X, ^161
ff. Capt. Sterling relates in his letter to Gage that he had con-
siderable difficulty in persuading St. Ange to surrender his am-
munition and artillery stores. The latter claimed he had positive
orders to surrender only the fort and a few pieces of artillery.
As to tho tim.e of Sterling's arrival, Par>:man, II, 314, says
he arrived In the early part of winter, while Ficollet, in his
sketch of St. Louis, states that the fort was reached in mid-sum-
mer. Fromi the above references, there can be no doubt as to the ex-
act date. h
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last vestige of Fronch authority in North America, except Mew Or-
leans, Passed away.

CHAPTEH III.
STATUS OF THE ILLINOIS COUNTRY IN THE EMPIRE.
Before enterin/^ upon the more detailed study of events in the
Illinois country during- the period of the British occupation, it
.is necessary to take into consideration certain general aspects of
the sub,iect which will enable u?. to understand more clearly the
bearing of those events. The relation of that country to the em-
pire and the view held by British statesmen of the time relative
to its status are problems which naturally arise and demand solu-
tion. What was the nature of the government imposed upon the
French in Illinois after itr occupation? Is the hitherto prevail-
ing opinion that the British government placed the inhabitants of
those villages under a militarj' government any longer tenable?
Was the governjnent de jure or de facto?
The treatment received by the settlem.ents in the Northwest
and West in general was fundamentally different in nature from
that accorded other portions of the nevi empire. 3y the term.s of
1
the Proclamation of 1783, civil governments v;ere created for the
provinces of Quebec, East Florida, V/est Florida, and Grenada,
while all the v/estern territory outside the prescribed limits of
those colonies, including a large portion of southern .Canada of
today, was reserved as a vast hunting ground for the Indian na-
tions. No mention whatsoever is m.ade in the Proclam.ation concern-
1. Text of the- ProcllS^raation in Can. Arch. Report
, 1906, pp
119-lSo. For discussion as to the origin of the various clauses,
see Alvord, G enesis of the Proclam.ation of 1765 , in ?""ich. Pi on.
& Kist. .Coll.

Ing the settled portions of the V/est and since it in, therefore,
impossible to ascertain in this document their ^•overn'^ental status.
e will examine t'le official correspondence of tho miniGtry v/hicl^
inmediately preceeded the issuance of the Proclanation to find, if
possible, what the directors of the British colonial policy had in
mind
.
When the question of the Froclamation Vvas under discussion
by the !'inistry in the summer of 1763, tv;o opposing views with re-
ference to the West v;ere for a time apparent in the ministry. It
appears to have been the policy of Lord Egremont, at that time
Secretary for the Southern Department, which included the manage-
ment of the colonies, to place the unorganized territory within
the jurisdiction of some one of the colonies possessing a settled
1
government, preferably Canada. It was at least his airi to give
to the Indian country sufficient civil supervision so that crimi-
nals and fugitives from, justice from the colonies mdght be taken.
That he did not intend to extend civil governm.ent to the villares
or any of the French -inhabitants of the V/est seems clear: his only
reference is to the "Indian country" and to "criminals" and " fu-
gitives from justice."
Lord Shelburne, President of the Board of Trade and a m.em.ber
of tlie Grenville ministry, and his colleagues ?7ere of the opinion
that the annexation of the West to Canada might lend color to the
idea that England's title to the '.Vest came from, the French cession
when in fact her claim "--as derivod fro]:i other sources:
inliabitants of the'provinea to v/hich it might be annexed would
1.* Egrem.ont to Lords of Trade, July 14, 1763. Can. Arch.
Report, 1906, p ICS.
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have too ,n;reat an advantap;e in tho Indian trado ; and f inally that
such an j ;r-menao i-rovinco could not be proporly j'-ovorr : -i thout --i
large nunber of troops and the f^ovornor would thus virtually be-
1
come a commander-in-chief. ohelburne then announced his plan of
iving to th-O commanding general of tho British army n America
jurisdiction ovor the West for the purpose of protecting the In-
dians and tho fur trade. Lord Halifax, who succeeded to Egermont.'
position at tho lattor's death in August, 1763, fell in v;ith Shel-
burne's v^'ews. But the commission to the commanding general does
not appear to nave been issued,* for Hillsborough, who succeeded
Shelburno as President of the Board of Trade in the autumn of 17no,
favored a diferent policy. There is nothing, however, to indicate
that Shelburne and his advisers had any thought of the government
of the French colonies. There is no hint in any of this correspond
ence that the ministry had any idea of the existence of the several
thousand French inliabitants of the West.
There remain one or two documents in which we might expect to
find some reference to the government of the French settlers. The
authors of that part of the Prolamation of 1763 v/hich provided for
1. E^cre.Tiont to Lords of Trade, Aug. 5, 1763, C. A. Rep., 1906,
pp 110-111.
2. " V/e would humbly x^ropose, that a Comjnission under the
Great Seal, for the Government of this Country, should, be given to
the Comm>ander-in-chief of Your Majesty's TrcTops for the time being
ad3.pted to the Protection of ^the Indians and the Fur Trade of Your
Majesty's subjects." Ibid., p 111.
3. They could not have been ignorant of the existence of such-
colonies in tho ceded territor^r, for Sir IVilliam Johnson, who was
familiar with western conditions, was in constant correspondence
with the ministry, and such works as the I' istoire de Louis iana by
Du Pratz, published in 1758, were doubtless familiar ~to English
statesmen.

the resorvation of the Indian lando and the r0(?;ulation of the
1 . 1-
trade, had in contemplation tho formation of an elaborate plan
coinpreaendinr^' the m.anafement of hoth -in tho whole of British
North America. It ;7a3 left to 111 llaborough, ohelbiirne'o :-uccct3-
sor as President of the >:oard of Trado, to direct the formulation
of the plan, vrhich -.vaa finished in 1'7'14. The details of this pro-
^rara will be taken up in a later chapter, and it will therefore
suffice to note the presence or absence of any provisions for the
French. The chief object of the plan seems to have been to bring
about a centralization in the regulation of the trade and tlie man-
agement of the Indians, and in no place is there any intimation
that its provisions have any application to the government of the
4
French residing at the various loosts.
Turning to another source we find a document addressed direct
ly to the inhabitants of the Illinois country, dated in Ke'w York,
1. See post Ch. V.
2. Dartmouth to Cramah^, Can. Arch. Ser. Q., Vol. TX, p 157.
3. See post Ch. V.
4. It is very curious that no reference occurs in Art. XV of
the Plan, which dealt v^ath civil matters. "That for the maintain-
ing peace and good Order in the Indian Country, and bringing Of-
fenders in criminal Cases to due Punishment, the said Agents or
Superintendents, as also the Coramisaries at each Post, and in the
Country belonging to each Tribe, be empowered to act as Justices
of the Peace in their respective Districts and Departments, with
all powers and privileges vested in such Officers in any of the
Colonies: and also full power of Committing Offenders in Capital
Cases, in order that such Offenders may be -prosecuted -for the
same: And that, for deciding all civil actions, the Commissaries
be em.powered to try and determ.ine in a Summ.8.ry way. all such Act-
ions, as well between the Indians and Traders, as between one
Trader and another, to the amount of Ten Pound Sterling, with the
Liberty, of Appeal' to the Chief Agent or Superintondant, or his
Deputy, -.vho shall bo empowered upon such appeal to give Judgem.ent
thereon; v/hich Judgem.ent shall be final, and process issued upon
it, in like manner as on the Judgement of any Court of Comm.on
Pleas established 'n any of the Colonies.
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1
"•ecombor "0, I'^^A nnd nif^ned by C'onoral Thonac Hare. "ontion har^
L-!.lro;-dy been iriauo in anothor connection of the unsuccessful rniL:^
sion of Lieutenant Fraser to Illinois in the sprinf^ of 1765, when
he carried this proclamation to the inhabitants. hut ito contents j!
were not iinnouncod until the entry of Captain Sterling in October
of that year. This proclp- nation related solely to guarantees by
the British govern-nent of the right of the inhabitants under the
|
treaty of Paris: freedora of religion, the liberty of removing fron
^
or remaining within English territory and the requirements as to
taking the oath of allegiance nade up its contents. As to whether ii
the inhabitants were to enjoy a civil government or be ruled by
,
the army there is no intimation.
jj
Laying aside the barren papers of 1763-17^5 and giving atten-
tion to the docur'.entary material after those dates proves much
riore productive. V/e are thereby enabled to arrive at some pretty
definite conclusions. Fortunately there were a few m.en in author-
ity during that period "/ho had some interest in the interior set-
tlements, and who, from their official positions realized the dif-
ficulties of the problem. Such men have left expressions of opin-
ion and stray bits of inform.ation which leave us in little doubt
as to the governmental status of the Illinois country. General
Thomas Gage, Sir V/illiam Johnson, a,nd Lord Hillsborough are perhaps
the most representative exa,mples. Gage, who was cgmmander -in-
chief of the American army throughout this period, 7;ith headquar-
ters in New York City, was in diroct communication both with his
subordinates in Illinois and the home authorities. He was in a
1. Brown, Inst, of 111., 212-:313. See post Ch. VII.

positloii to know. In p;en0ral, tho atate of affairs in the .iost aa
well an to InOop in touch v/ith rnlnlsterial opinion. Sir 'illiam i',
Jo^\!'ison, by virturo oV ^-il cff^co as Guper i n"*- ondent of ^rirT • an r>,f
-
fairs for the northern diBtricL, was in a peculiarly strati^ic po-
[
I
sit ion to acquire infornation. '"is Indian argents were .stationed i
at all tho western posts and he was in constant correspondence
with the Board of Trade relative to Indian and trade conditions. !
From the ministry itself the correspondence of Lord Plillsborough
II
best reflects the prevailing opinion of tho ^^ovornment . Ke was !
one of the few ^^overnmental authorities v/ho took any considerable
jj
interest in the western problem and information coming from him
'
j
must, therefore, have some weight. '!
That the British commandant of the fort in the Illinois coun-
try had no commission to govern the inhabitants, except perhaps
that power, which, in the absence of all other authority, naturally
devolves upon the military officer, seems amply clear from a re-
commendation transmitted by General Gage to his superior shortly '
after the occupation of Fort de Chartres. "Tf I m.ay presume to
give my opinion further on this matter, I would hum.bly propose
that a Military Governor should be appointed for the Ilinois (sic)
|
as soon as possible. The distance of that Country from any of the
j
i
Irovinces being about 1400 Miles, making its Dependance upon an:/
of them impractical, and for its Vicinity to the French Settle-
ments, no other than a Military Government would answer our pur-
1
pose." In the following year he took a simdlar point of view in a |i
i|
1. Gage to Sec. Conway, Farch 2c, 176'S. B. T. Papers, Vol. XX,
Pa. Hist. Soc. Lib.
i

corninuni cation to his co-laborer in America: "T am quite rsenaitale
j,
of the n rrer;ular behavior of the 'J'raders and have intimated to
His Majesty 'o Secretary of State r.Oiat T told the Board of Trade
four or five years ar^o : That they must be restrained by Law, and a
Judicial Power invested in the officer Commanding at the Posts to
see such Law put in force. And vjithout this. Regulations may be
1
raado, but they will never be observed."
i;
With the condition of comparative anarchy in the Illinois '
country durinr; this period and indeed at all tho western posts
and throughout the Indian country the authorities seemed unable to
|
combat successfully. Had all the regulations outlined in the plan
for the management of Indian affairs, been put into operation the
Indian department would have been able to cope more successfully
with that phase of the situation. But neither military nor Indian i
departments had legal authority to take any action whatsoever. I
As Johnson, in speaking of his inability to ha,ndle the situation
for lack of sufficient pov;er, declared in 17''*7 that "the authority
of commissaries is nothing, and both the Commanding Officers of
Garrisons and they, are liable to a civil prosecution for detain-
7,
ing a Trader on any pretence." Probably more emphatic still the
comm.anding general four years later in writing of the disturbances,
said: "And I perceive there has been v;anting judicial powers to
try and determine. There has been no way to bring Controversys &
!i
1. Gage to Johnson, Jan. ?4, 1767, Johnson MSS, XIV, TTo. 2^:.
2. See post Ch. IV.
3. Review of the Trade and Affairs of the Indians in the 11
Northern District of America, N. Y. Col. Docs., Vol. VII, 964.

Disputes properly to a determination or delinquenents to punish-
1
Tiont . "
There is probably some justification for t]iO current belief
that the s^overnmont placed the inhabitants under a riilitary rule,
inasmuch as tlio actual government proved in the last analysis to
that
be military. Hut a, the British mimistry consciously attached the
interior settlements to the military department is far from the
truth. Such a system v/as probably contemplated by no one, partic-
ularly between the years 17o3 and 1765 when the re-organization of
the new acquisitions was under discussion. The greater part of
the new territory was the seat of the fur trade and the desire for
the deveiopment of that industry controlled in the main the policy
of the m.inistry relative to the disposition of the peltry districta
and the interests of the settlem.ents were completely ignored. Sec-
retary Hillsborough, who helped formulate the western policy in
1763 and 1764 doubtless gave the most adequate explanation when
in 1769, he wrote: "With regard to the Posts in the interior Coun-
try considered in another view in which several of your letters
have placed them; I mean as to the settlements formed under their
protection, which, not being included within the jurisdiction of
any other Colony are expo'sed to many Difficulties & Disadvantages
from the V/ant of some Form, of Governm.ent necessary to Civil Society,
it is very evident that, if the case of these Settlements had been
well knovm or understood at the time of forming the conquered
'\
1, Gage to Hillsborough, Aug. 6, 1771, Pub. Rec. Office, A,
& Yi/. I., Vol. 128. Two years before he had written: "Two persons
are confined in Fort Chartres for murther, and the Colonel (\7ilkins
)
proposes to send them to Philadelphia, about fifteen hundred miles,
to take 'their Tryall." Gage to Hillsborough, Oct. 7, 1769, Pub.
Rec. Office, A. W. I., Vol. 125.
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Lands into Colonioa, aorae provision would have been mado for them,
& they would have been erected into distinct Governments or made
dependent upon those Colonies of which they were either the off-
spring, or with which they did by circumstances and situation, \\
stand connected. 1 shall not fail, therefore, to give this natter
the fullest consideration when the business of the Illinois Goun-
1
try is taken up .
"
That the occupation of Fort Chartres becaine anything more
than temporary was due to the necessity of being prepared to crush
a possible uprising of the savages and to repel the constant in-
vasion of the French and Spanish traders from beyond the 'lississ-
ippi, whose influence over the Indians, it v;as feared, would be de-i|
trimental to the peace of the empire. Tn its policy of retrench-
ment owing to the trouble v/ith the colonies, the government at va-
rious times contemplated the withdrawal of the troops, but each
time the detachment was allowed to remain the sole reason given
was to guard that portion of the empire against the French and
Indians.
jj
In the course of this inquiry relative to the legal status of
Illinois no mention has been made of the extension or non-extension
of English la?/ and custum to the ;7est after its cession. This is
one of the more important general aspects of the v/este.rn probleir.
1, Hillsborough to Gage, Dec. 9, 1769, Pub. Rec. Office, A.
& W. I., Vol. 124.
2. "The situation and particular circum.stances of the Ilinois
(sic) Country, and the use, if that Country is maintained, if
guarding the Ohio and Ilinois Rivers at or near their junctions
with the Mississippi has boon set forth to your Lordship in my let-
ter of the 22d of Feb. last. It is upon that plan the Regiment is
posted in the Disposition in the Ilinois Country." Gage to Ghel-
burne, A*pril 3, 1767, Pub. Rec. Office, A. Sc W.'l., Vol. 1S3. I
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and deoerves some attent3.on inaorauch as it nay throw some llcht on
I
the lesjal position of the aottleraonto. During the sovontGenth and
||
eighteenth centuries, the great era of Englisn colonization, the |i
necessity of fixing definitely the legal status of the colonies
callod forth a series of .judicial opinions and legal commentaries j
it is to these we have to look to determine the theory held re^^ardH;
ing the application of English law to the colonies and particular-
!j
'I
ly to conquered provinces. In general it may he said that Black- ji
stone represents the usual view taken by jurists during these two
|
centuries. In his cornraentaries published in 1765 he declared that :
"in conquered or codedcountries, that have already laws of their
own, the king may indeed alter and change those ls.ws, but till he
TX
actually does change them, the ancient laws of the country re^nain."
This opinion is supported bv the authority of Lord Ilansfield in his;
decision in the case of Campbell vs Hall, rendered in 1774, which
involved the status of the island of Granada, a conquered province.!
He laid down in this decision the general principle that the "laws
of a conquered country continue in force until t:-ey are altered by
jj
the conqueror. The justice and antiquity of this "axim are incon-
trovertible: — "
!
1. Blackstone, Conimentari c
s
, ( 3d. ed., Oooley) Introduction,
sec. 4, 107.
2, Text of the decision in Can. Arch. Report, 190R, pp 366-370.
'3. Other important leadijig cases, such as Calvin's case in
1G07 and tlie case of Blanckard vs Galdy in the 18th century, in-
volving the status of Jamacia, have the sair.e bearing. See Sioussat,
English Statutes i-n Maryland, J. H. U. Studies, XXI, 481-487.
4l

The rroclaniation of 1763 which had defIni tolj/ extended Lhe ,
1
Ilaws of England to tlie now provinces, nade no cuch provisions for
|
the West, nor did tho crown evor tako such action. \7o ^;ay, thoro-
fore, lay down the -general principle that the B^itish GovGrnniont
was oblip;ed to govern h ^r nev/ subjects in this region according to
the law?, and custo'^is ]i3 thorto prevailing ar.ong their.; any other
course would iranifestly be illegal. The coniraanding general of the
army in America and his subordinates, who v/ere embarassed by the
]presence of this French so tt lenient for which no provision had been
made by the ministry, and who found it necessary to assume the
obligation of enforcing come sort of order in that country, had no
pov;er to displace any of the laws and customs of the French in-
habitants. It will be pointed out in succeeding chapters that
,
this general princaple, while adhered to in many respects, v/as not
uniformly carried out.
It is apparent from the foregoing considerations that tho gov-
ernment of the Illinois people was de facto in nature. It had no
legal foundations. Every action of the military department was
based on expediency: although this course was in general acquiesc-
ed in by the home authorities, all the officials concerned were
aware that such a status could not continue indefinitely. But it
did continue for about a decade, during which time the inhabitants '
were at the mercy of some six or seven different military com.m.and-
ants. In 1774, however. Parliament passed the Quebec Act, which
provided, among other things, for the union of all the western
country north of the Ohio River, and which but for the C8.taclysm
of the American revolution meant civil government for the v.hole
region.
1. Can. Arch. Report, 1906, 120-121.

CHAPTER TV.
ii
TRADE CONDITIONS IN ILLINOIS, 1765-1775.
jj
|1
I
The peltry tro.de had been one of the elements v;h3.ch had ac-
]j
centuated, throughout the eighteenth century, the difficulties be-
j
tween France and England In the Ohio and Mississippi valleys. It
was the chief support of the French governinent in Canada and now
that the English were in imdisputed possession of the great peltry
districts it became apparent that the management of the trade de-
served most serious consideration. It was becoming of increasing
importance to the manufacturing monopoly of the mother country, and
therefore, in the minds of English statesm.en, deserved far more
attention than did the few thousand French colonists scattered
throughout the West. The desire to increase this branch of com-
merce dictated in a large measure those clauses in the Proclama-
tion of 1763 which forbade the formation of settlements or the
purchase of lands within the Indian reservation, but at the same
time declared that the trade v/ith the Indians should be free and
open to all English -ubjects alike. Again, the plan proposed in
1764 related solely to the management of the Indians and to the
regulation of the trade with a view to m.aking the English monopoly
of intrinsic value to the emipire. Even towards the close of the
period under consideration ther is little or no change of policy
so far as official utterances are concerned. In 177S in a report
to the crown, the Lords of Trade made the following declaration;
"The great object of colonization upon the contihent of North A-
||
merica has been to improve and extend the commerce and manufactur-

es of this kingdom. It doeo appear to U3 that tho extension of
the fur trade depends entirely upon the Indians being undisturbed
in the possession of their hunting grounds, and that all coloniza-
tion does in its nature and nust in its consequence operate to the i
prejudice of that branch of coramerce. Let the savages enjoy their
^:
i
deserts in quiet. Were they driven from thoir forrosts the peltrylj
trade would decrease .
Under the French regime the 7iestern Indians and their trade !
i|
,1
had been r-anaged with greater success than had the tribes living
j
under English influence. The success of France was due largely to i
her policy of centralization combined of course with the genial '
character of the French fur trader and the influence of the m.is-
sionary. The English, on the contrary, had managed their relations
with the Indians through the agency of the different colonies,
without a semblance of union or co-operation: each colony com.peted {!
for the lion's share of the trade, a policy which resulted disas-
trously to the peace of the empire.
In ly'-S the English governm.ent under the influence of I'alifax,',
president of the Board of Trade, took over the political control
of the Indians, and superintendents were appointed by the crown to I
o
reside among the different nations. A little later in 1761 the
1. Franklin's Works, (Sparks Ed.) IV, S03-323. "I conceive
that to procure all" the commerce it will afford and at as little
expense to ourselves as we can is the only object we should have
in view in the interior Country for a century to com.e." Cage to
Hillsgorough, Nov. 10, 1770, Pub. Rec. Office, A. & W. I., Vol. 126w
It may be noted, however, that some nem.bers of the government had
serious doubts as to this policy. Such men as Shelburne favored
an early opening of the country to colonization.
l|
2 . " Alvord , Gen, of the Proc. of 1765 , Mich. Pion. & His t
.
Coll., Vol.

purchase of Indian landa was taken out of the liando of tho colonies
1
and placed under tho control of the home governinent. '!o fijrther
change is to be noted until after the issue of the war was known, |
when the whole question was taken under consideration. The most
important step yet taken respect.ing the Indian and his concomitant,
the fur trade, appeared in the Proclamation of 17^3, issued in
October following the treaty of cession. Some of its provisions
|j
for the V/est have already been noted. In addition to reserving
for the present the unorganized territory between the Alleghany
\
mountains and the I'ississippi River for the use of the Indians, ;
I
the governm.ent guaranteed the Indians in the possession of those
lands by announcing in the Proclamation that no Governor or Com-
mander-in-chief would be allowed to make land grants within their
territory, and further all land pirchases and the formation of set-,
tlements by private individals without royal consent were prohib-
i
ited. Trade within this reservation was made, however, free to all
who should obtain a license from the Governor or Comjnander-in-
chief of the colony in which they resided.
The policy was now for the central governm.ent to take the
Indian trade under its rnanagem.ent ; and in the course of the year
i
following the issuance of the Proclamation an elaborate plan was
outlined by Hillsborough comprehending tlie political and commer-
cial relations with all the Indian territory.
4
According to the proposed scheme British North America was
to be divided, for the purpose of Indian m.anagement, into two dis-
1. Alvord, Gen, of Proc. of 1765, Mich. Pion. & Hist. Co ll.
|
^' Qan . Arch. Report, 1906,
'
p 122.
3. See supra ch. III.
4. Can. Arch. Report, 1904, pp 242-246. The plan is here pre-
sented in- full. i:^ ' > ^
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tricts, a northern and a southern, each under the control of n
^;encral Guperintondent or agent y.ppointed by the crown; the Ohio
Kiver bein^: desi/;;nated as the approximate line of division. In
the northern district, with v/hich we ar^ here concerned, the re-
ulation of such Indian affairs as treaties, land purchases, ques-
tions of peace and v/ar, and trade relations were to be given into
the hands of the superintendent v<'ho was to be entirely free from
outside interference: without his consent no civil or ^n.ilitary of-
ficer could interfere with the trade or other affairs of any of
the Indian tribes. Three deputies were to be appointed to assist
the superintendent and at each post a commiBsary, 9.n interpreter,
and a smith were to reside, acting under the immediate direction
of the superintendent and responsible only to him for their con-
duct. For the administration of justice betv/een traders and In-
dians and between traders themselves, the commissary at each post
.vas to be empowered to act as justice of the peace in all civil
and criminal causes. In civil cases involving sum.s not exceeding
ten pounds an appeal might be taken to the superintendent. The
Indian trade v/as to be under the direct supervision of the general
superintendent. Traders who desired to go among the Indians to
ply their trade could do so by obtaining a license from the prov-
ince from which they came. The region into Vv'hich the. trader in-
tended to go v/as to be clearly defined in the license and each had
to give bond for the observance of the laws regulating the trade.
The superintendent, together with the comjnissary at the post and
a representative of the Indians were to fix the value of all goods
and traders were forbidden to charge '--ore than the price fixed
^
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for the still botor rofrulation of tlio trade, it was to be centered,
about the regularly fortified and garr.i noned forte, i.epulations
for the aale of land r;ere also proposed: outnido tl^e linitn of the
coloniOG no individual or company could lof^ally purchase land fror:
the Indians unless at a general neetinf: of the trabo presided over
by the superintendent.
Tlie plan thus outlined by the I'dnistry was never legally carri-
ed into effect, although the superintendents used the outline as
a guide in t?ieir dealings with the Indians. The original inten-
tion had been to levy a tax on the Ind'^an trade to defray the ex-
pense of putting the scheme into operation, but it was found that
the budget •vas already too greatly burdened: and the Staiiip Act dis-
turbance which soon followed illustrated the possible inexpediency
1
of imposing such a duty.
The foregoing considerations serve to indicate the importance
the ministry attached to the Indian trade in general. But what of
the trade in the Illinois country? This region had been one of
the great centers of the Indian trade under the French regime ; and,
:n addition, the French inhabitants had been one of the main sup-
ports of New Orleans since its foundation esirly in the century.
The comjnercial connection betv/een the Illinois villages and New
Orleans had never been broken, and at the time of the occupation
of Illinois in 1765 French fur traders and merchants still plied
their traffic U]p and doivn the I.'ississippi River. Now the.t the
title to this trade center had passed to England it was expected
1. F rr..nl:lin 's Work s, V, :5n. Coffin, Quebe q Act and the Am,er-
n can Revolution ^ p ^15, quoting from. Knox, "Justice and Policy of
the Quebec Act, London, 1774. i,

thaL the volume of trade would be turned eastward from its south-
erly routo. The necessity for thin v;ar, patent if any solid bon-
1
eflts were to accrue to the emplru Tru::'- Lliu ceLision.
The home and colonial authorities early saw the importance of
the redirection of the trade. They hoped and expected that a
trade '.vould be opened with the Indians in and about the Illinois
country immediately after the active occupation by the English
troops. A large number of Individual traders were early aware of
this and representatives of sone of the large trading corporations
cf the East v'ere also preparing to take advantage of the early op-
ening of the trade. In 1765 Fort Pitt becam.e the great rendezvous
for this element, and when the army reached Fort Chartres in Octo-
ber, 17fi5, it was followed as soon as the season of the year would
permit, by the traders with their cargoes to exchange for the In-
dians' furs. Among the more important figures was George Morgan,
a memiber of the firm of Baynton, Wharton, and ''organ of Philadel-
phia, and the firn's personal representative at the Illinois,
where he first appeared early in 1766, rema,ining there the greater
1. The failure to successfully ca,rry out this plan would of
course leave the country a dead weight on the empire.
2. Johnson I'ISS, Vol. X, No. 190.
?. ^'organ notes something more than m.ere mention, since he
plays an important role in the affairs of the Illinois country
from 1765-1771. Fe was born in Philadelphia in 1741 and v/as educa-
ted at Princeton college. Through the influence of his' father-in-
lav;, James Baynton, he v/as admitted to the firm of Baynton and
vVharton and in 1765 became the western representative of the firm.
After his experiences in .Illinois, ^.Torgan served the Revolutionary
cause in the ca]Dacity of Indian agent. He died in IclO. See Biog-
raphy of Col. Ge orge l-organ
,
by Julia Morgan Harding, in the Wash-
ington (i^a. ) Observer, !^ay 21, 1904.
4. This company had traded extensively among the Indians on
the Penn. border prior to 1765. During the Indian wars the firm
lost heavily and it was in an attempt to retrieve its fortune that
a branch* house was established in the Illinois Country.
5. Morgan's MS Letter Book.

1part of the next fivo years. Other roproaentativos of thla company
loft Fort Pitt in ''arch of tho aa-'V) "^\'n-' vi'^^ ! I tp'O car^o of
goods, which reached Fort Chartrej dLirln^^ Liie 3uinmcr. Fi rjns ouch
as Franks and Company of Philadelphia and London and tiently and
CompB,ny of Manchac also traded oxte^nsively In the Tllinois during
the following years: all tho larger British companies becoming ri-
vals for that portion of the Indian trade \7hich the English were
able to command.
Other and perhaps greater sources of profit to the English
merchants lav in the privilege of furnishing the garrison with ijro-
3 4
visions and the Indian departm.ent with goods for Indian presents.
Although the houses of Baynton, V/harton, and Morgan, and Franks
and Company v.^ere usually competitors for the former privileges, the
latter company generally had the monopoly. On the other hand,
Baynton, "/ha.rton, and. Ilorgan derived their greatest profits from
the sale of enormous quantities of goods to the government through
the Indian departm.ent for distributioji among the Indians accustom-
ed to assemble at the Illinois. But whether a,ll these houses re-
ceived profits commensurate v/ith the risks undertaken is problem-
atical. In the Indian trade, in v;hich all the merchants were in-
terested, they not only had to compote v/ith each other and with
1. Morgan's IIS Letter Book.
2, B'ive batteaus loaded with goods under the command of John
Jennings, sailed from. Fort Pitt, March 9, 1765. Joseph Dobson to
Baynton, V/harton, and Morgan, March 9, 1765, MS letter. Pa. Hist.
Soc. Lib.
•3. Morgan's MS Letter Book.
4. Ibid.
5. Ibid.
6. Ibid.
7. Gage wrote in 1770 that the "Company from Philadelphia
(Baynton*, Wharton, and Morgan) failed in the Ilinois trade." Gage
to Hillsborough, Dec.
,
1770, Pub. Rec. Office, A. & <.7. I., Volt'
128.
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indepondent SncHah traders, hut v/i t.h the French and Spanish v/ho
had not ceased to ply their trade amonp; their old friendH ' > In-
dians. Tills continuance of foroi.p-n traders in British teri'iLox^y
was probably the most serious problem ;! n the trade situation. Not
only riid it effect En{^,lish traders but the interests of the empire
itself were seriously threatened by the presence within its limits
of unlicensed foreign traders.
It is therefore evident that the close of hostilities between
France and England in 1763 and the formal transfer of Canada and
the '.Vest to Great Britain by no means closed the intense rivalry
between the fur trading elements of the two nations for predomi-
nance in the western trade: it rather accentuated it. As has al-
ready been suggested, France, i.intil the cession of the West, had
naturally possessed the sphere of influence among the savages of
the r'isslssippi Valley and Canada, and consequently the monopoly
of the fur tr;a-de accrued to her subjects. In the ujjper Ohio river
region and among the tribes bordering on or I'ving within the lim-
its of the English colonies, the British, during the first half of
the eighteenth century, were either strong rivals of the French or
were completely dominant. And it v/as generally expected that af-
ter the cessionof the West the British would inherit the influence
of the P'rench among the Indians and succeed to the monopoly of the
fur trade just as Great Britain had succeeded to the sovereignty
of the territory itself. • But the Conspiracy of Pontiac, due in
large part to the machinations of the French traders, postponed
for a considerable period the entry of the British traders, during
v;hich time the French became more strongly entrenched than ever in
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tho uffoctlona of the 3avar,oa.
Tho charactor of the French fur traders haa already been not-
od
. Thoir rrtetho^'o h;id from tho her inning boon difforent fror
Ihoou parouG-J ilieir noighborj and rivals: thoy livod .'xmoji^'; Liio
Indians, affected their manners, treated them kindly and respect-
fully, and supplied all their wants,- while the missionary, the con-
necting link between the txvo racos, was ever present. This asso-
ciation of religion was one of the causes of the success of the
French in gaining such a permanent foothold in the affections of
the Indians, but was entirely absent in the British relation v;ith
1
that race. The English traders were in general unscruplous in
their dealings with the savages and deficient of that tact v/hich
enabled F'renchmen to overcome the natural prejudice of the Indian
and acquire an interest with him v/hich would be difficult to sever.
In that section of the Indian country where the influence of Great ij
il
Britain was such that her traders could go among the Indians, there
/
was always considerable dissatisfaction on account of the methods
|j
employed by the large number of independent and irresponsible trad-
ers. Kany carried large quantities of rum, some dealing in noth-
,
o
j
ing else. English traders frequently attended public meetings of
j
Indians, gave them liquor during the time for business and de-
frauded them of their furs. This abuse was one of the great caus-
4
es of complaint against British traders. Indeed, ?/herever they
;i
1. See Ch. II for refere?nces.
2. Johnson to Hillsborough, Aug. 14, 1770, N . Y. Col . Docs.,
\rill, 224, See extract from "Ponteach or the Savages of North I!
America: A Tragedy," in Parkman, Conspiracy o-f Pontia c, II, 344 ff.
5, Johnson to Hillsborough, Aug. 14, 1770, N. Y. Col. Doc s.,
VIII, 224.
4. .Johnson to Hillsborough, Aug. 14, 1772, N . Y. Col . Docs.
VIII, 292.

Iparticipated in the trade, its condition v/as deplorablo. Vany of
the independent traders had littlo or no credit no that the lep;it-
1
IrnatG "lerchantr, nuffered as well a;'^ tho t-^^^^-? an;; . They adopted
various oxpedionto to draw trade f'ro:';i each other, one of which was ,
to sell articles below first cost, tlius ruining a large number of
traders. Fabrications dangerous to the public were frequently !i
ci'eated to explain the price and condition of [^^oods. r^ut probably i
more injurious still to imperial interests, was the fact that v;hole'
ji
cargoes of goods were sometimes sold by English firms to French
traders thus enabling the latter to engross a great part of the
4
trade, depriving the empire of the benefit of the revenue accru-
ing from the importation of furs into England. This practice was
probably followed to a great or degree in the farther '.Vest, inhere
the French continued to have a monopoly in the trade.
It had been expected that the Illinois villages would be the
:i
center of trade for the English side of the upper L'ississippi Val-
|
ley just as it had boon one of the centers during tho F'rench re-
gime. But, except for the few tribes of Illinois Indians in the '
immediate vicinity, very few savages found their way to these postSj
for trading purposes. English traders, on the other hand, did not
1. Johnson to Lords of Trade, Sept. 1767, N . Y» Col . Doc s.,
VII, 964-965.
2. Ibid. - .
3. Ibid.
jl
4. Ibid.
,
-
.
11
5. The British were not so v/ell situated to command the trade
;!
as the French had been. The Illinois post had always been the cen-j!
ter for the trade "of the I'issouri river region, but after the ces--'
sion of Illinois to England and the Foundation of St. Louis by La
Clede in 1764, the latter place became the centre for the trad.e of J
that region.
,
t
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1
trunt themselves far beyond thin narrow circle. } ut thoir French
and Spanish rivaln fro^. Louisiana, many of whor formerly livod in
the Illinois, carried on a trade in all direction;";, both by land
2 3
and by water. They ascended the Ohio, Wabash, and Illinois rivGr3
and crossed the T.^ississippi River above the Illinois River, plying
their traffic anonp; the tribes in the rep;ion of the V/isconsin and
4
Fox rivors. This was probably the inost porductive area in the
Mississippi Valley in the supply of fur bearing animals. The
Mississippi River from its junction with the Illinois northward
was also considered especially good far the peltry business: the
otter, beaver, wolf, cervine, and marten were to be found in abun-
dance. I-ut the Brldish traders dared not venture into that quart-
er. The loss of this trade, however, can scarcely be attributed
to their misconduct, for the French had never allowed it to pass
from their own ha,nds. The latter continued to intrigue with the
Indians throughout the greater part of this period just as they
had prior to 1765. As we have seen they pointed out to the sav-
ages how they would suffer from the policy of economy practiced
by the British governm.ent. Thus by giving presents and circulat-
1. Information of the State of Comjnerce given by Capt. Forbes
176a, Pub. Rec. Office, A. & W. I., Vol. 1S5.
2. Gordon's Journal down the Ohio, 1766, KS in Pa. Hist. Soc.
Lib. Phym to Johnson, April 15, 1768, Jolmson MSS, Vol. 25, No.
109.
3. Cage to Hillsborough, April 24, 1768, Pub. Rec. Office,
A. & V/. I., Vol. 124.- Gage t'o Shelburne, April 24,- 1768, Pub. Rec
Office, A. & V/. I,, Vol. 124.
4. Gage to Hillsborough, Nov. 10, 1770, Pub. Rec. Office, A.
& W. I., Vol. 126. Huchin*s Remarks upon the Illinois country,
1771, KSin Pa. Hist. Soc. Lib. It may be noted also that during
the French regime the French-Canadians traded extensively in this
region. See Gage's Report on the State of the Government of Mont-
real .
5. Vfilkins to Barrington, Dec. 5, 1769, Pub. Rec. Office, A.
& W. I., Vol. 124.
6. Jolmson to Carleton, Jan. 27, 1767, G.A.,Ser.Q, Vol.IV,pll5.
|
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jng stories anJ nisrepresentationr ' Fronch oubiects of .Jpain
1
attempted to checkmate every move of tiie English. Tho Indians
were constantly reminded of the bad desif^na on tho part of the
English, anrl v;ero •Mncourar.ed with unauthorized proraisoe of aid in
case they took up Lhe hatchet in defer. se of their hunting grounds.
This state of affairs c(mt'nued throughout the greater part
of the period, although it was probably modified to some extent
after 1770, for in that year O'Reilly, the opanish governor of
Louisiana, issued an order to all the cominandants in that colony
to prohibit the inhabitants crossing the river in the pursuit of
trade and whenever any excesses were cominltted satisfaction was to
be given the English commandant according to the lav/s of nations.
During the first years of the British occupation there was
considerable friction in the contact between the two alien peoples
in the Illinois villages. In spite of the fact that the French
who remained became subjects of Great Britain there was for sever-
al yearc sharp competition between the English and French resident
4
in the vicinity of the villages. The latter wore on terms of
friendship with the savages and could go into any part of the coun
tvj without difficulty and those Indians who came to Fort Chartres
to trade generally preferred to deal ¥/ith their trusted friends.
1. Johnson to Hillsborough, Feb. 18, 1771, N. Y. Col> Docs.,
VIII, 263. -
•2. Gage to Hillsborough, Apr. 24, 1768, Pub. Rec. Office, A.
& V;. I., Vol. 1S4. ~
'
7:, Order for O'Reilly, Jan. 27, 1770, Pub. Rec. Office, A. &
W. I., Vol. 126. -
4. Information of the State of Commerce, in tho Illinois Coun
try, givr^n by Captain Forbes, 1768, Pub. Rec Office, Vol. 125.
Morgan's. MS Letter Book.
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The French often carried the packs of furs thus obtained acrooo
the river to St. Louis ro transported them directly to the New
Orleans market. Although the British merchants were occasionally
to pool their interests with the French residents, such cases wore
exceptional prior to 1770. In that yoar, hov/ever, General Gage
informed the home government that "the competition betv/een his
Majestys* old and new Subjects is greatly abated must by degrees
subside, for if carried to oxtrem.es ot would be very prejudicial
1
to both."
We have seen in the foregoing study how the British traders
were handicapped in the prosecution of the trade by their French
rivals. Naturally the larre quantities of furs and skins obtained
by such contraband traders as well as by the French residents of
Illinois v/ere taken directly to New Orleans and there embarked for
the ports of France and Spain. These foreign interlopers, how-
ever, only followed the course they had long been accustomed to
take. On tho other hand it was expected by the government that
the traders who carried English manufactured goods down the Ohio
River would return by the same route with their cargoes of peltry
for the purpose of transporting them to England. In this the aim
of the ministry m^iscarried. English traders and merchants follow-
ed the line of least resistance: the route down the I.'ississippl to
New Orleans 'A-as easier and quicker than up the Ohio and across the
country to the sea-coast. Moreover, the New Orleans market was at
tractive, for pel'tries sold at a higher price there than in the
1. Cage to Hillsborough, Nov. 10, 1770, Pub. iiec. Office, A.
& W. I
.
, Vol . IC'6.
2. .Gage to Shelburne, Jan. 17, 17«7, E. T. Papers, Vol. 27,
Pa. Hist. Soc. Lib.
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1
I ritish riarA'ets. Tlie tendency To tho Mnglish traders and morchanta
to follow this course was discovered soon after the occupation.
Tn a communication to Secretary Shelburno )n 1766 Papie informed
the /'loverni'pent that "it is reported that the Traders in IVest Flor-
ida carry most of their "kins to New Orleans, where they sell them
at as good a price ao is given in Londin. As T had before some
Intellinienco of this, tho Officer cornmandinf; at Fort Pitt had Or-
ders to watch the Traders from Pensilvania (sic) who v/ent dov/n the
Ohio in the Spring to Fort Chartres; 8-. to report the quantity of
Peltry they should bring up the Ohio in the Autumn. Ke has .iust
acquainted me that the traders do not return to his Post, that
they are gone down the Mississippi v/ith all their Furrs and Skinns
under the pretense of embarking them at New Orleans for England."
A few weekr later he wrote again in a similar strain: "That Trade
will go with the stream is a maxim found to be true from all Ac-
counts that have been received of the Indian Trade carried on in
that vast Tract of Country which lies in the Back of the British
Colonies; and that the peltry acquired there is carried to the Sea
4
either by the River St. Lav/rence or Kiver T.'i ssissippi . " Gage
1. Gage to Shelburne, Dec. 23, 1766, B. T. Papers, Vol. 27,
Pa. Hist. Soc. Lib. Johnson to Gage, Jan. 29, 1767, Johnson MS3,
Vol. XIV, No. 35. Gage to Shelburne, Feb. 22, 1767, B. T. Papers,
Vol. XXII, Pa. Hist. Soc. Lib. Gage to Johnson, Jan. 25, 1767>
Johnson MSS, Vol. XIV, Mo. 28, George Phyra to Johnson, Apr. 15,
176n, Johnson MSS, Vol. XXV, No. 109. Gage' to Dartmouth, May 5,
1773, Pub. Rec. Office, A. &, W. I., Vol. 128. Gage wrote in 1766
that skins and furs bore a price of ten pence per poimd higher at
New Orleans than at any British market. Gage to Conv/ay, July 15,
1766, Pub. Rec. O-ffice, A. V/. I., Vol. 122.
2. Gage to Conway, July 15,1766, Pub. Rec. Office, A.&W.I.,
Vol. 122.
3. Gage to Shelburne, Dec. 23, 1766, B. T. Papers, Vol. XXVII,
Pa. Hist. Lib.
4. Jbid., Feb. 22, 1767, B. T. Papers, Vol. XXII, Pa. Hist.
Soc. Lib.
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seemed to boll eve that tho part wliich went dov/n the 3t. Lawrence
would bo transported to England ; but that the peltry passin^
1
throup-.h New Orleans would never enter a British port. "Kothjn.f,
but prospect of a suporior profit or force y;ill turn the Channel
of Trade contrary to the above maxim."
1. Gage to 8helburne,Feb. 22, 1767, D. T. Papers, Vol. XXII,
Pa. Hist. Soc. Lib.
2, Ibid., "As long as Skinns and Furrs bear a high price at
New Orleans they will never be brought to a British I'arliet. The
Indian Trade in general from the observations I have made, will
always go with the stream, and the whole v/ill either go down the
St. Lawrence or Mississippi Rivers." Gage to Johnson, Jan. 85,
17e37, Johnson I'SS, XIV, No. 28. "I am entirely of your opinion
concerning the Trade, &c by v/ay of the Mississippi whilst the
Traders find better markets at Nev/ Orleans." Johnson to Gage, Jan.
29, 1767, Johnson M3S, Vol. XIV, No. 35. Also Johnson to Gage,
Feb. 24, 17-7, Johnson MSS, XIV, No. 67. "So long as New Orleans
is in the hands of another power, the v/hole produce of the western
country must center there. B'or our merchants v/ill always dispose
of their peltry or whatever the country produces, at New Orleans
v;here they get as good a price as if they were to ship them off."
Phym to JohJison, Mobile, April 15, 176P, Johnson U3S, Vol. XXV,
No. 109. "The Traders from these Colonies say it will answer to
carry Goods down the Ohio, but that it v/ill not answer to return
with their Peltry by the same route, as they can get to Sea at so
much less expense, c^- greater expedition by means of Rapidity of
the Mississippi, and pretend that they have Ships at New Orleans
to transport their Peltry to England." Gage to Shelburne, Jan.
17, 1767, B. T. Papers, Vol. XXVII, Pa. Hist. Soc. Lib. "The Pelt-
ry gained by the Traders from. Canada, whether on the Ilississippi
or on the Cuabache we --ay be satisfied generally goes down the St.
Lav/rence River to Quebec: it has been the usual track of those
Traders from the beginning, & there is no reason to susiject the
contrary now. But the British Traders at the Ilinois who carry
their Goods above three hundred miles by land before they have the
convenience of V/atter Carriage cannot afford to return the same
way, v/ith the produce of their Trade." Gage to Hillsborough, Nov.
10, 1770, Pub. rec. Office, A. & I/. I., Vol. 126. That this state
of affairs continued through most of the period is evident from the
following: "The Trade of the, IIississipj)i
,
except that of the upper
parts from v/hence a portion may go to Quebec, goes dov;n that River;
and has, as v/ell as everything we have done on the Mississippi, as
far as I have bf^en able to discover tended more to the Benefit of
New Orleans than of ourselves. And I conceive it must be the case,
as long as the Comjuodities of the Mississippi bear a better price
at New Orleans than at a British Market." Gage to Dartmouth, May,
5, 1773, Pub. Rec. Office, A. & V/. I., Vol. 12n.
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It seorao iinponniblo to fi,r;uro exactly what the loan to inpe-
'
1
rial interests v/as under these conditions. Furs and skins, how-
r,
ever, being araon^ the enumerated coramodities some loso certainly
accrued to i ritish shippins; and to the government through loss of
the duty, as well as to English manufacturers. While practically
no peltries reached the Atlantic ports from the Illinois region,
enormous quantities wore carried to Nov/ Orleans. The fev; who have
left any estimate of the amount of peltries exported to Tiew Orleans
agree in general that from 500 to 1000 packs were shipped annually
from Illinois. According to the usual estimate 500 packs were
worth in New Orleans about 5500 pounds sterling. At New Orleans,
where the western trade finally centered, it was estimated that
peltries worth between 75,000 and 100,000 pounds sterling were
4
sent annually to foreign ports.
It became apparent to those in a position to understand the
situation that those solid advantages which the Government had ex-
pected would accrue in return for the expense of maintaining es-
tablishments in the West would not be forthcoming, unle.is some ef-
1, It is necessary to ascertain the cost of maintaining the
military establishm.ents and the Indian department in the West, and
the amount of peltries imported into England. I already have some
figu.res on this bur not enough upon which to base any ststeraent.
2, Beer, British Colonial Policy, 222*
Hutchins, Remarks on the Country of the Illinois, MS in Pa.
Kist. Soc Lib. Huchins gives an account of the exports fromx Il-
linois from Sept. 17n9 to Sept. 1770. Tn that year 550 packs of
peltries were sent from Illinois, while from the Spanish side 835
packs were exported. IVilkins, the commandant at Fort Chartres at
this time, makes a somewhat higher estimate, but the two aggree in
essentials.
3, Gafte estimated it at 80,000 pouiids sterling. Gage to Shel-?
burne, JanT 17, 1767. B. T. Papers, Vol. XXVTI , Pat Hist.' Soc. Lib.
"T'ev/ Orleans remits one hundred thousand pounds Sterling worth of
Peltry annually for France." Baynton, '.Vharton, and I'organ to Mc
I
Leane, Oct. 9, 1767, B. T. Papers, Vol. XXVI, Pa. Hist. Soc. Lib.
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fective though exjjunoive moaaurea be taken. The rivalry of the
French who monopolized the larger part of the trade and who natu-
rally followed their old road to Now Orleans, and the action of
the Enrlish traders in turning the channel of their trade down the
stream effectually deprived the empire of any benefits. Condition:;
grew no better as the years went by. In 1767 we find General Gage
complaining that "as for the Trade of t?ie Ilinois, and in general
of the Mississippi, we nay dispose of some manufactures thei-'e, but
whilst Skins and Furrs bear a high price at Nev/ Orleans, no ieltry
gained by our manufactures, will ever reach Great Britain, and if
our Traders do not/yturn with the Produce of their Trade to the
Northern Provinces, by way of the Ohio or Lakes, it will not answer
1
to England to be at much expence about the Kississippi . " Not only
were the officials in America, v/ho were in close touch with western
affairs, convinced of the impossibility of obtaining any immediate
com.mercial benefits from the country, but one of the leading m.em-
bers of the ministry. Lord Hillsborough, Secretary for the colo-
ies, took a similar view, in an argument against the planting of
western colonies. "This Commerce cannot (I^pprehend) be useful to
1. Gage to Johnson, Jan. 19, 1767, Johnson MS3, Vol. XIV, Mo.
23, Captain Forbes, commandant at Fort Chartres during part of
176P, v/rote to Gage: "As I am very sensible of the imjnense expence
this Country is to the Crown & the little advantage the Public has
hitherto reaped by the trade with the savages, d- the reason is
that the inhabitants have continued to send' their Peltry to New
Orleans which is shipped from thence to Old France & all the money
that is laid out for the Troops and Savages is immediately sent to
New Orleans, for which our Subjects get French ?'a.nufactures . I
hope. Sir, you will excuse me when I observe to Your Excellency,
that the Crown of Great Britain is at all the expence 6c that France
reaps the advantages." Forbes to Gage, April 15, 1768, Pub. Rec.
Office, A. & Y7. I., Vol. 124. Commandant Wilkins wrote the sane
year, "the French of New Orleans are the sole gainers in this
Trade and the public suffer greatly thereby." Wilkins to Cage,
Sept. 13, 1768, Pub. Rec. Office.

Great Britain oLlierwioe than IL Turniaheo a material for hor
^'anufacturea, hut it will on tho contrary bo prejudicial to her in
proportion as other Countries obtain that material from us without
its coming here firat; & v;hilst New Orleans is the only Post for
Exportation of what goes down the Mississippi, no one will believe
that that town will not be the market for Peltry or that those re-
strictions, which are intended to secure the exportation of that
CoEimodity directly to G. Britain, can have any effect under such
1
ci scums tanc e s. " Though there seem.s to have been a unanimity of
opinion respecting the commercial inutility of the Illinois and
sorrounding country under existing conditions, there were those,
hovvever, who believed that with the adoption of certain measures
the western country could be m.ade of intrinsic conmercial value.
Whether any adequate stops could have been taken to turn the chan-
nel of trade eastward and to exclude foreign traders is uncertain.
The original intention of the British government had been to
use Fort Chartres to guard the rivers in order to prevent contra-
<"! rr
'J
band trading; but its inefficincy was soon a,pparent. Although
well constructed, its location v.'as not strategic; it cor-mianded
4
nothing; but an island in the river. An indication to the Indians
1. Hillsborough to Gage, July
-51, 1770, Pub. Rec. Office, A.
& VJ. I., Vol. 126,
2. Gage to Shelburne, April 3, 17n7, Pub. Rec. Office, A. &
I., Vol. 127:.
o. Gage to Johnson, Feb, c, 1767, Jolinson MS3, Vol. XIV, No. 44
4. "It has not the least command of the River, owing to an
Island which, lies exactly opposite to it, & the Channel is entire-
ly on the other side for a great part of the year. This is i?Ti-
passable from a sand bar which runs across even for small boats,
8: the French. & their contra,band goods, forcing an illicit Trade,
to our great disadvantage & a certain and very consid.erable loss
to his "ajesty's Revenue." Wilkins to Harrington, Dec. 5, 1737,
Pub. Rec. Office, A. & W. I., Vol. 123.

1
of British dominion and ^^^^ lac. of dopoait for English norchantr?.
was about the guki total of itc efficiency. In order to make the
Illinois country offectivo as a bulwark a^^alnst foreign aggression
and to keop the trade in English hands, thus insuring rnatcrial ad-
vantages to the empire, it seemed imperative to many who were fa-
miliar with the situation to adopt measures looking toward the clo-
sure of those natural entrances into the country, the mouths of the
Illinois and Ohio rivers. Alm.ost all the correspondence of tho
time relating to Illinois, contains references to the practicabil-
ity of erecting forts at the junctions of the Illinois and Ohio
rivers with the Mississippi: in most cases this was insisted upon
4
as the only measure to be adopted to make the country of value.
All Y/ere further in agreement that until such pla/n v/as carried out
no benefits would arise from the possession of that territory.
Suggestion were also offered relative to the erection of a fort on
1. Cordon* s Journal, 1766, US in Fa. Hist. Soc. Lib. Gage to
Johjison, Fc'^. a, 1767, Johnson KS3, XIV, No. 44. Hillsborough to
C-age, July 31, 1770, Pub. Rec. Office, A. & VJ. I., Vol. 126.
E.Gage to Hillsborough, Jan. 16, 1768, Pub. Rcc. Office, A. 8-
17. I., Vol. 124.
7^. Gage to Shelburne, April 3, 1767, Pub. Eec Office, A. & 17.
I., Vol. 123. Johnson to Lords of Trade, Sept. 1767, N. Y. Col.
Docs. Vol. VII, 974.
4. Cage to Conway, July 15, 1766, Pub. Rec. Office, A. & 17. I.
Vol. 122. Cordon's Journal do'vn the Ohio, l'^66, ME., in Pa. Hist.
Coc. Lib. Gage to JohJison, Jan. 25, 1767, Johnson MSB, XIV, No. 28.
Ibid., Feb. P, 1767, Johnson !i:"S, XIV, No. 44. Gage to Shelburne,
Jan. 17, 1767, B. T. Papers, Vol. XXVII, Pa. Hist. Soc.. Lib. Gage
to Shelburne, April 3, 1767, I'ub. Rec. Office, A. S- W. I., Vol. 123
Johnson to Lords of Trade, Sept. 1767, N. Y. Col. Docs., VII, 974.
Phym to Johnson, April 15, 176^, Johnson I'SS, XXV, 'No. 109.
Ivilkins to Gage, Sept, 17, 17 6P, Pub. Rec. Office, A. S- V/. I., Vol.
125. iVilkins'to Parrington, Dec. 5, 1769> Pub. Rec. Office, A. S:
I., Vol.12". Gage to Hillsborough, Nov. 10, 1772, Pub. Rec
Office, .1. 8: C. I.,^Vol. 126.
»
the Mississippi River above its .junction with the Illinoic for the
1
protection of that section of the country. Perhaps the most novel
;Uif^3Gstion omnated from General Ca^-^e, v/ho declared that in order
to rain all the advantaf^es expected it v/oulci be necessary to ainal-
r-amate all the little French villages lyinr between the Illinois
and Ohio rivers into one rettlement, which v.^ould p.lso be the cen-
tre of the military establishment; detachm.entf. could then be sent
out to guard the rivers and prevent Tritish merchants from, descend
ing th.e stream to New Orleans and also v/atch for foreign inter-
lepers
.
hut these suggestions one a,nd all failed to receive recogni-
tion from the government. One of the main reasons for this non-
action may well be sumjned up in a statemient of nillsborough' s, v/ho
appears by 1770 tc have become somex7hat pessimistic regarding the
prospect of any immediate advantages from the western trade. He
He declared in that year that "Forts c^:; Military Establishm.ents at
the ICouths of the Ohio ^- Illinois Rivers, adm.itting that they
v.'ould be effectual to the attainm.ent of the objects in viev/, Vvould
yet, I fear, be attended with an expence to this Kingdom greatly
disproportionate to the advantage proposed to be gained. "
The failure of the government to manage successfully the west
ern trade previous to 1770 v;as not the only reason the m-inistry
hesitated to do any thing further. Any measure would have meant
the expenditure of large sums of money with no absolute certainty
1. Gordon's Journal down the Ohio, 1766, rs ^n Fa. Hist. Soc.
Lib.
2, Gage to Hillsborough, June l?-, 1768, Pub. f-ec. Office, .-i.
S- '.V. I., Vol. 124.
7). -Hillsborough to Gage, July 51, 1770, Pub. Kec. Office,
A. & '.v. I., Vol. 1S6.

of an adequate roturn. The problem of the western trade confront- ||
I
ii
ed the ministry at a most unfortunate t?no. Questions of r-raver ii
import were ari8in£^ and demanding immediate attention. Instead '
of seeking new schemes upon which to lavioh money, every opportu- jl
nn ty was seir'.ed upon to curtail expenses. The covornment failed t
put into full operation the plan of 1764 because of the added fi-
nancial burden it would entail and in 1768 the management cf the
Indian Trade v/as transfered from, the crown to the colonies to
further reduce the budget. The western question ]'^ad beccr.e sub-
ordinated to that of the empire. Furs v;ere jm.portant to the manu-
facturing monopoly of Great Britain, but at this time of rising
discontent and dissatisfaction in the colonies any new projects
entailing further e5:pense were out of the question.

CU;^uI!lZlKG JGii;j:. .£6 J. i: THii ILLlIlulLS.
Although prior to the Seven Years .Var Prance v/as in nominal
poGseiLision of the Chio and Mississippi valleys, the English colo-
nies on the r.oa-board viewed that territory in a different light.
The old sea to sea charters still possessed a potential value in
the eyes of British colonists and little or no respect was accord-
ed the claims of B'rance. Gradually toward the middle of the centu-
ry the r.iore enterprising and farsig'.ted of t iO colonists, who ap-
preciated the future value of the r(i^^ion, began to lay plans for
its systeniatic exploitation. As early as 1748, shortly after the
peace of Aix-la-Chapelle, the Ohio Conpany, composed of London
merchants and Virginia land speculators obtained from the crown a
grant of land south of the Ohio river. This was the precursor of
several companies formed for similar T3urpos-^s. In 1754 the ques-
tion of western expansion had become of sufficient importance to
engarre the attention of the Albany Congress, the plans for the
"
1
creation of '.vestern colonies were discussed b" that body. The
following year Sam.uel Hazard of Philadelphia outlined a proposition
looking toward the form.ation of a western colony, -probably the
first which comprehended the Illinois country.
The treaty of cession of 1763 gave a new impulse to the colon-
izing spirit which had lain dormant during the early yea.rs of the
war. The English npw believed that they were free to occupy at
1. Alden, Governments V'est of the Alleghanios before 178 9, ^.p
TTo attemftp is made in my studj^ to add any new contribution to the '
period preceding 178?, . Z, Ibid*, '^-11.

will the unsettled liinda a!3 far wo;^t'.varrl an fhc^ ^'1 '^n1 nnl pr^l Pivor.
I'larly in Lhe ounrcur of 1763, bcfory tlio Lritiah miniuli-y lian. hau
time to consider and determine itt:- policy toward the now acquiRi-
tlona, there was formod an orranl 7:ation hnov;n ar. the "i^sinaippi
Land Company, fcr the purpoae of plantin£^ a colony in Lho Jllinois
and Wabash regions. In this schenie none of the most prominent in-
hfibitants of Virginia arc"! ^'aryland v/ere interested,- indeed meinber-
r^hip in the organization wao drawn alriost entirely from those two
colon.! es and from London. The Company v.'as eventually to bo com-
posed of fifty members vho were to contribute equally towards the
maintenance of a,n agent in F'ngland, to whom v;as intrusted the duty
of soli ci Ling from, thg' crown a grant of two million five hundred
thousand acres of land on the Mississippi and its tributaries, the
Wabash and Ohio rivers. The proposed grant was to be "laid oi*.,'
within the following bounds beginning upon the East side of the
Rivers Mississippi one hur.dred and twenty r:iles above or to the
northward of tl-e confluence of the River Ohio therewith. Thence
by a line to strike the river \7abash or St. Treon ejghty m.iles
above the union of Ohio and Wabash, and abutting on the main branch
of the Kiver Cherokoe or Tenesee one hundred and fifty miles above
the junction of Cherohee River with Ohio and Pf^gceding thence west-r.
1. Original Articles of Agreement of the Mississippi Co. Cha-
tham Papers, Vol. 97, Pub.Rec .Office . Another copy, in the hand-
writing of Washington, is in the Lib. of Congress, Fo mention is
made in the original articled relative to the exact location of the
proposed, colony. Host of the inform.ation concernmng the project
comies from, a collection of papers relating to the company, in the
handvrriting of William Lee, which I foun- in a miscellaneous col-
lection of the Earl of Chatham.'s papers, in the Pub. Rec. Office.
Some of the' original memibers of the company v.-ere George,
Samuel and John ashington, and several of the Loes and Fitzhughs.
There were 58 charter members, but provision was m.ade for 50.
3. 'Articles of Agreement, Chatham ?ai)ers. Vol. 97. Each mem.ber
was to have fifty thousand acres. Ibid.

-po-
orly ' line to otrike the Kivor I'lsBissippi seventy n^l lea be-
lo'.v tiie union of Ohio with that Kiver; thence upon the said River
1
to the becinninf,." The oubscribers were to bo free to retain their
lands twelve years of more at tl^o pleasure of the cro'vi-^ without
the paynent of taxes cr quit rents. V/ithin the sanie pei'iod also
the company v/as to be obliged to settle two hundred families in the
colony, unless prevent 1 by Indians or a foreign enemy* Tn order
to insure against any such interruption, it was hinted that the
government might establish and garrison two fortb,- one at the con-
fluence of the Cherol^ee and Ohio rivers, and the other at the
4
mouth of the Ohio.
In their petition the memorialists enumerate the advantages
they expect the empire to receive in case the land be granted,
special em.phasis being laid on tv/o points of viev/,- commerce and
defence. "The Increase of the people, the extent ion of trade and
the enlargement of the revenue are with certainty to be expected,
where the fertility of the soil, and mildness of the climate in-
vite em.igrants (provided they can obtain Lands on easy terras) to
settle and cultivate commodities most v/anted by Great Britain and
v.'hich v/ill bear the charges of a tedious navigation, by the high
prices usually given for them.,- such as Hemp, Flax, Silk, Wine,
Potash, Cochineal, Indigo, Iron, &c, by which means the Iiother Coun- ,
1. T'emorial to the crown, prepared at a meeting of the com.-
pany at Dolleview, Va., Sept.' 9, 1763.
S. Ibid. Articles cf Agreement.
7. Tennessee -River.
4. Ilemorial to the crov/n, Sept. 9, 17^3. Four years later
this suggestion was withdrawn at the suggestion of their London
agent, Thom.as Gumming. Letter to Cunm.ing, !'arch 1, 1767. Catham
Papers, Vol. f""*. Some of the members declared their determination,
to becom.e early settlers in the new colony. Memorial to the crown,
Sept. 9,* 1763. Petition to the crown, Dec. 16th, 176P, Butler,
Pi St. of Ky ., 381-583.

try will be uppliod with many necoosary materials, that are nov;
1
purchased of foreignora at a very great expense."
From the point of view of both trade and defenr:6, the company
proposed that by conducting a trade useful to the Indians on tlie
borders of the Mississippi they v;ill effectually prevent the stiic-
cess of that cruel policy, which has ever directed the French in
time of peace, to prevail with the Indians their neighbors to lay
waste the frontiers of ^'our I'ajestie's Colonies thereby to prevent
2
their increase."
Lastly, the establishment of a buffer colcny v^ould effectually
prevent the probable encroachments of the French from the .est side
of the r.ississippi , and cut off their political and comm.ercial con-
nection v;ith the Indians. They would " thereby be prevented from
instigating them to War, and the harrassing the frontier Co mties
as they rave constantly done of all the Colonies.
The plan received its first official check in the year of its
inception, when in October, 1763, the British ministry armounced
its weotern policy in a proclamation according to which all the
territory lying north of the Floridas and west of the Alleghaniea
4
v/as reserved for the use of the Indians. Thereafter the colonial
governors were forbidden to issue patents for land within this
5
reservation without the consent of the crovm. Kov/ever, the e-
nounciation of this policy did not deter this and similar companies,
from pressing their claims upon the Board of Trade. The more far-
1, Memorial to the crown, Sept. 9th, 1763, Chatham. Papers,
Vol. 97.
. 2.. Ibid.
3. Letter of the company to Thom.as Gumming, Sept. 26th, 1763.
4. .Can. Arch., Report for 1906
, p 122. See ch. III.
5. Ibid.

sighted of the AnoricanP had probably correctly Interpreted the
proclamation as temporary in charctei* and ao promulgated to allay
"
1
the alarm of the savages. . The Mls3i3Bii:)pi company therefore con-
tinued to Golicit the grant until 17P9, when it was decided that
on account of the temper of the ministry towards America, it v/ould
be advisable to allow the matter to rest for a time in the hope
that a change in the government v;ould bring a corresponding change
o
in policy. But at no tine does it appear that the promoters of the
colony received the slightest encourageraei:it from those in authority.
About the time of the Tississippi com.pany in 1763, General
4
Charles Lee outlined a scheme for the establishment of two colo-
nies, one on the Ohio River below its junction with the Wabash,
1. "lean never look upon that proclam.ation in any other light
(but this I say between ourselves), than as a temporary expedient
to quiet the m.inde of the Indians, and must fa.ll, of course, in a
few years, especially when those Indians are consenting to our oc-
cupying the lands." Washington to Crawford, Sept. ?l, 1767.
• Writings of V/ashington, II, 220-S21. (Ford eO , )
2, Letter of William Lee, London, May 3D, 1769, Chatham Papers,
Vol. 97.
7.', 1 have found no account of any further activity on the
part of the company. In 1774 a copy of the correspondence was
sent to the Earl of Chatham, which may have been done in the hope
that his interest might be aroused in the undertaking. The bundle
,
of papers contains the follo7/ing indorsem.ent : "" -issisGippi Ce.
papers, sent to the Right lionble V.'illiam Earl of Chatham., on Sat-
urday the ?.Oth of April 1774. Charles Lee, in speaking of this
undertaking, said: "Another society solicited for lands on the
lower part of the Illinois, Ohio or on the I'ississippi : this was
likewise rejected; but from what m:otives it is impossible to define,
unless they suppose that soldiers invested jvith a little landed
property, would not be so readily induced to act as the instru-
^":'entG of the oppression of tiieir fellow subjects, .as those whose
views are solely turned, if not reduced, to farther promotion; and
if reduced, to full pay." The Lee Papers, F. Y. Hist. Soc. Colls.,
VII, 98.
'
4. The Charles Lee of Revolutionary fame.

1
and the other on tho Tllinoia River. It was his plan to orranizo
n
a company and petition the crovm for the neceosary f^rants of land.
.\ portion of the nottlers were to be procured in Now Enf^land, and
the remainder from among Protestants of Germany and Switzerland.
In narrating the probable advantages which he thinks v/ould be de-
rived from, ruch settlements, Lee takes practically the same point
of view as the ^Mississippi com.pany, adding the ruggestion that a.
new channel of commerce woi-^ld be opened up through the I'ississippi
4
River and he Gulf of ^:exico. This proposal suffered the same fate
as its contemporary in being objected by the m.inistry, whose policy
of allowing no settlements in the country beyond the m.ountains had
been too recently adopted.
j
Thus far there seems to be no indication that the above men-
tioned colonizing schemes received encouragement from any one in
close toucli with the govern^r.ent . Apparently the authors of those
projects did not have the ear of those members of the ministry,
v/hose general attitude gave some ground for the belief that in the
end plans for western settlements would be adopted. The most prom.-
inent among these was herd Shelbourne, whose personal attitude fa-
vored carving the West into colonies. Possibly his friendship with
Dr. Franklin influenced him. in part to throw the weight of his pros
tige in favor of a new plan for a colony, promoted this time by
prominent merchants a,nd land speculators of Mew York, Pennsylvania,
and Few Jersey. It was in 1766 that the next definite scheme ap-
1. Lee Papers, Y. I:ist. Soc. Coll., VII, S14. Sparks, Life
of Lee, Sparks Bio.'SBT., IV, 19.
2. Lee Papers, VII, 214.
7>. Ibid.
4. .Ibid.
5. Ibid.

peai'Gd, although it is probable that thoro wore many othero, for
during those years l^alf of England v/ac r-ald to have been "Mew Land'
mad and every body there has their eyea fi>it on this Country."
Pamphlet literature was printed and disseminated throughout Eng-
land and America from 1763 on advocating the feasibility of sot-
ing the new lands, which doubtlecs had considerable influence.
It is hardly probable that the few definite propositions of which
wo have recorded were the only schemes projected during this period.
The plan of 17('4 had its origin we may safely say as 1764.
Tn January of tr-at year the Board cf Trade received a communica-
tion fron one of the prom.oters of the plan, George Croghan, v/ho
v;as then in England, asking their Lordships"v;hether it would not
be good X-^olicy at this time while we certainly have it in our pow-
er tc secure all the advantages we have got there by making a pur-
chase of the Indians inhabiting the Country along the Mississippi
from: the mouth of the Ohio up to the sources of the Kiver Illinois,
and there plant a. respectable colony, in order tc secure our fron-
tiers, and prevent the French from any attem.pt to rival us in the
1, Croghan to Johnson, Har. SO, 1766, Johnson M3S, XII, Mo.lS7
2, Alden, New Government V/est of the Alleghanies before 1780,
p IJT. I.'r. Alden notes a pamphlet published in Tendon entitled "Ad-
vantages of a Settlem.ent upon the Ohio in North Am.erica, " Q.nd an-
other pamphlet issued at Edinburgh in 176rs entitled "Expediency of
Securing our American Colonies," In the samiO connection the follov/-
ing is of interest: "As the happy possession of the Illinois Coun-
try is the Subject of much conversation, both in England America,
we beg leave to inclose,- a small pamphlet, wrote -lately on a very
interesting point- towit, The Establishment of a Civil Government
there: The Author has borrov/ed some of his Sentiments from Monsr
De Prats," Baynton, V/harton, & Llorgan tc Johnson, I'ar. 30, 1766,
Johnson liSS, Vol. XII, No. 1S8.
3, George Croghan who was in London in 1764 ?;rote : There is a
talk of'setleing a Colony from the mouth of the Ohio to the Ilinois,
which I am tould Lord Halifax will Desier ray opinion of in a few
Days. Mr* pownal tould mo yesterday that I w^ould be soon sent for
attend the board of Trade, what IJeshures they will Take Lord knows
but nothing is^talkt of but Oconomy, "Crogan to JohJison.I.Iar . 10, 1764
,

Fur trade wi l.h the Native^;, by di'-iwinf; the '"''nc -irifl I.^.'-o Indi -in:-.
over the Llissiaaippi which ihvy ii.ivo already attoiaptcu by Liie last
"1
accounts we have from Detroit.
The tentative propoaition thus sU£;;G©sted by Croghan to the
Board '.vau in esBence the aame plan that he and his associates de-
veloped two years later. In its general outline there is no in-
timation that Croghan intended at this time to include the culti-
vated lands of the French inhabitants of Illinois who might leave
that country. But Sir William Johnson, his superior in the Indian
department in Anerica and his constant associate in colonizing
entcrprizes, writing to the two years subsequently, gave as his
opinion that " some of the present Inhabitants nay possibly in-
cline to f:o home, and our Traders v;ill I dare say chuse to pur-
chase their rights, this may be the fouhdation for a Valuable
Colony in that Country, , this inay be effected in time, &
large cessions obta,ined of the Natives." This idea of basing the
colony in part upon the lando vacated by the French v/as a fe;v
weeks later taken up and emphasized by General Gage. He declared
that there was only one way to obviate the difficulties i;^- Illi-
form
nois on account of lack of provisions for the army as v.ell as to a
1. N.Y. Col. Docs., VII, 605. As appears from the above note
Croghan v;as to have been surarioned before the Board of Trade to
ans •er questions relative to a new colony. Whether he was finally
called upon for his testimony is not known."
2. Later, however, he adopted this idea; Croghan to Johjnson,
March 30, 1766, Vol. XII, No.' 127.
3. Johnson to Lords of Trade, Jan. 51, 1766, N.Y. Col. Docs.,
VII, 80r;7hen Croghan was preparing to go to the Illinois in 1766
in order to pacify the Indians, Johnson wrote him as follov;a: " As
soon as I hear farther from the General I shall write you and send
the Instructions in which I shall insert an Article directing you
to enquire into the French boLinds &. Property at the Illinois. I
have ho objection to what you propose on that subject there, and
as the French are nov/ said to be retiring- fast, you will have the
better opportunity of making a good Choice on which the value will i
chiefly depend . "Johnson to Crogh.an,l.lar. 28, 1766, Johnson I1SS,XII, lS6^i
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at the least exponao a barrier against probable incursionn of
for'eignors from Ijouisiana. That method must bo to " {^rant the lands
deserted by the B'rench, which I proaume forfeited, as v/ell as other
Landij unsettled, using necessary Precautions tc i,void Disputes
"I
with the Indians, to the British Settlerij. ViThile Croghan, John-
son, and Gage v/ere thus advocating the purchase of the French
Indian
claims and sonie addi tional^lands with the view of forming a buffer
colony. Governor William Franklin of New Jersey and some Phila-
d'felphia merchants, ill friends of the Indian agent Croghan, were
!i
promoting the same scheme, and on March 29th, 1766, Governor i|
2 3 !!
Franlvlin drew up a formal sketch. " A few of us, from his (Crog3- .
han's^ encouragement, have formed a Company, to purchase of the
French, settled at the Illinois, such lands as they have a good
title to, and are inclined to dispose of. But as I thought it
1. Gage to Conv/ay, T'^ar. 28, E.T. Papers, Vol. XX. Pa.
His. Soc. Lib. He explained further " that Lands should be granted
without delay, by any Person authorized properly to do it; but no
Fees are to be taken by the Person who grants, or by Gecretarys,
Clerks, Surveyors, or other Persons whatever; that no large tracts
should be given, but the Lands granted in Farms, consisting of an
Hundred & Fifty or Two Hundred Acres of good Land, unless to Half
Pay Officers, who m.ight have Four or Five Hundred Acres. People
may be tempted on these Advantages to tra.nsport them.selves with a
Years 's Provisions, Seed, Corn and Tools for Husbandry, down the
Oh'^o. The Lands shall be held of the King on condition of L'ilitary
;
Service, & such other obligations as shall be convenient? To an- ji
ticipate somewhat, the details thus outlined by Gage are in strik-
;
ing contrast to those proposed by the active promoters of the 'l
colony.
.
:j
2. Croghan to Johnson, I.^ar . 30, 1766 . Jofinson M3S, XII, No.l27.ii
3. Articles of Agreement, MS copy in Pa. His. Soc. Lib. The
j
signers of the original draught were: William Franklin, Sir Will- !'
iam Johnson per George Croghan, George Croghan, John- Baynton,
'
Samuel '.Vharton, George I,:organ
,
Joseph Wharton, Sr.
,
Joseph l?harton>i
Joseph Hughes and Joseph Galloway. Gage declined being concerned
in the project, although his attitude doubtless contributed som.e-
thing to'.vards it. Johnson to Gov. Franklin, June 20, 1766, LIS
letter in AM. Antiq. Soc. Lib.

v/ould be of little avail to buy lando in Lhat Country, unless a
Company '.rcre established there, T have drawn up some proposals for
that purpose, which are much approved of by Co] . Cror'han ''nd the
other gentlemen concorned in Philadelphia, and arc acnt by them to
Sir William Johnson for his sentiments, and v^hen vie receive them,
the whole will be forwarded to you. It is proposed that the Com-
pany shall consist of Lvvelve, nov/ in America, and if you like the
proposals, you will be at liberty to add Yourself, & such other
gentlem.en of character 8: fortune in England, as you m.ay think will
1
be most likely to prom.ote the undertaking."
Franklin's letter tc his father explains very clearly the
steps in the develop'icnt of the plan up to that time. It is neces-
sary, however, to examine other sources in order to ascertain
details concerning the proposition. The Articles of Agreement as
outlined by Governor Franklin contains the tentative proposal that
application be made to the crowni for a grant in the Illinois
o
country of 12.0, 000 acres or " more if to be procured." Pro-
vision waL' also made in the original draft for ten equal share-
holders, the stipulation to be subject to change in case others
1. V/illiam Franklin to E. Franklin, Apr. 30, 1766, Printed in
Bigelow's Life of Franklin, oSP, "Inclosed is the proposals Drawn
up by governor franklin for yr honours perusal and such Anem.dnemts
or Alterations as you may judge necessary," Croghan to Johnson,
March 50, 1-^66, Johnson M3S, XII, No, 127
2. Articles of Agreem.ent, Penn. Hist. See. Lib. This v;as a
new contribution to the original plans of Croghan., Johnson, and
Gage. It was probably Frar:klin's own suggestion, as we ha,ve seen
that he himself drew up the sketch.

1dcajred to enlci' in. co'r.ix.iiy. Tho orif^lnal draft was cent to .'ir
V/illiani Johnson v/ho was requested to consider the proposals and
riake any alterations he saw fit. The articles wcro then to be re-
turned to Governor Franklin, v/ith Jolmson's rocomendations to the
.ministry. Through Franklin the papers v/ere to be forv/ardod to Dr.
Franklin in London, to whom was intrusted the task of negotiating
4
with the ministry.
In his recommendations Johnson urged upon the ministry the
adoption of the proposals and in addition offered a num.ber of sug-
r,
gestions among which the following are of interest. 1. The crown
should purchase from the Indians all their right to the territory
in the Illinois country, f^. Acivil government should be establish-
ed. 3. The proposed land grants should be laid out in townships
according to the practice in New England. 4. Provincial officers
and soldiers who served in the French war should receive grants.
5. The mines and m.inerals should belong to the ov/ners of the land
1. Articles of Agreement. Croghan writing to Johnson said:
"itt is likewise preposed to aply for a Grant of 1S00,000 Acres to
the crown in that "Country and to take into this Gra^nt tv/o or three
Gentlemion of fortune and Influence in England and Governor frank-
lin and those other Gentlemen desire to know whome your honour
would chouse to be concerned, & that you vrold write to them, if you
should nott name ye v/hole ycu wold chouse they Designe to Save y.
Nom.ination of such as you dent to Dr. frarJ^lin who they prepose to
send the proposals to he is much attended to by ye Ministry and
certainly can be of Service in this affair." llarch -30, 1766,
Johnson M3S, XII, No. 127.
2. Croghan to Johjison, " arch 30, 1766, Johnson 1^33, XII, No. 127.
Baynton, '.vharton, and I\Iorga,n to Johjison, June 6, 1766, Johnson
MSB, Vol.~XTI, 197.
o. Croghan to Johnson, !''ar. 50, 1766. Johnson to Baynton,
vJharton, and i'organ, June 20, 1766, JohJison KSS, XII, No. 214.
Johnson to 'Villiam Franklin, July ?, 17.-6, Johnson Papers, Am.. Anti
See. Lib.
. Croghan to JohJisoh, !,!ar. 30, 1766. Johnson to William
P'ranklin, June 20, 1766, Johnson Papers, Am.. Antlq. Soc. Lib.
Johnson to B. W. June 20, 1766, Johnson M3S, XII, No. 204.
5.' Johnson to Conway, July 10, 1766, B. T. Papers, Pa. Hist.
Soc. Lib.

iin vv]iicii t'lLy may hu fouiia, oxct^j^jL i-oyal mliHiU, i'ro:.. which the
crown inic;ht receive a fifth. 6. In every township 500 acren Bhoul:''
be reserved for the maintainance of a clergyman of the Bstablished
Church of England. 7. Finally the lands of the colony -.ore suggest-
jj
ed '-"Ls folio, s:- From the mouth of the OuiaconGin (or Wisconsinr^)
River down the l.i.- sicsippi agreeable to Treaty, to the Forks, oi
"'.outh of the Ohio. Then uo the sane River Ohio to the River Wabash,,
ii
thence up the same River Wabash to the rortage at the Head thereof J,
ij
Then by the said Portage to the River Kianis and dovm the said 'i
River I'ianiis to Lake Erie. Thence along the severa,! Courses of the
said Lake to Riviere al Ours (or Bear River) and up the said River
to the Head thereof, and from thence in a straight Line, or by the
Portage of Gt. Josephs River & do\m the same River to Lake I.Iichigani'
then along the several Courses of the sa.id Lake on the South and
^Vest Side thereof to the point of Bay Puans, and along the several
j|
i|
Courses on the East Side of the said Bay to the Mouth of Foxes River,
thence up to the Head thereof and from thence by a Portage to the
Head of Ouisconsin River, and do^.vn the same to the Place of Ee-
|l
ginning.
J
Benjamin Franklin exerted every effortto advance the project
;
in England, but with little success. Lord Shelburne, who v/as at
this time Secretary of State for the ^southern dexDartment, \va,s also
ready and anxious to see the new colony established, and he was
|
able to influence the ministry to take a favorable view. Others
in authority, however, and particularlv members of the Board of
1
Trade
, were opposed to the proposition. In 1768, the Board, j.
1^. See letcers of Franklin ti his son, in Franklin's '.7orks,
IV, 136-145.

undor the presidency of Hillsborough, r.oported advorsely a'^d tho
question f '.he Illinois colony was dropped. Attention of land
spoculators v/as nov; called to the new Vandalia colony in the upper
Ohio rer-ion.

CHAPTER VI.
,
.
WENTr, T>T THE ILLINOIS COUITTRY, 17^^-1^'^''.
"""ii [he foro.goinp chapters >-^ ttr;"ipt h^c^ h-'o-n n-^rin In point
out cortain gonGr.'.l aspects, relating; to the .'lout and to the Tlli-
nbis country, v/ith special reference to the .^^oveim cental status of
the old ^rcnch settleinonto after the conquest, the -extension of
of the En^Tlish law to the conquered territory, some of the proble^i^
of the Indian and trade lelations, and finally attention has been
called to cuore of the projocls for the colonization of the Illi-
nois country after 1783. "Vhat were the actual events taking i:lace
in the Illinois after the occux^ation has always been problematical.:
Previous writers have almost v/ithout exception dismissed with a
sentence the first two or throe years of the period. Indeed the
whole thirteen years of British administration havo generally been \'
cro'vded into tv-o or three para.,;;raphs . Although the availa.ble hist-
orical ;r.aterial relating to the material to the period in general
has recently been considerably augmented, there yet remain gaps
which must be bridged before a complete history of the colony un-
der the British can be 'vritten.
Among the f/""st duties of the British commandant after taking
formal posser-sion of Fort do Chartres in 0-Qtober, 176-5, was to
announce to the inliabi tant s - the contents of Gage's proclar.:ation. It
is only from this document that vfe knov; anything of the status of
the individual inhabitants of Illinois. One of ite leading featured
was a clause granting to the FrenC'i the right of the free exercise

1
;
of the Roman Catholic relii^ion " in the sarao manner .x.. in Cann.'T'ii'
w}iich was the fulftllmont on the part of the British /'^overn'^iont of
the pled:7,e stipulated in the IVth article of the tr aty of Paris,
containing tho follovYing clause : " Brittanic"* iesty agrsoB to
grant the liberty of the Catholic religion lo tlie inliabitants of
Canada; he will consequently give the most precise and effectual
orders, that his new Roman Catholic subjects may profess the wor-
ship of their religion, according to the rites of the Roman Gatholi,c
Church, as far as the laws of Great Britain permit. This pro-
vision appertained to the whole western territory as v;ell as to
Canada proper. Prior to the treaty of cession the Illinois and
Wabash settlements were subject to the jurisdiction of Louisiana,
while approxi'^^ately the country north of the Fortieth parallel had
been within the limits of Canada. But in the treaty all' the terri-
tory lying between the 'alleghanies and the ^'ississippi river was
described as a dependency of Canada, /lie government was thus com-
mited to religious toleration within the v;hole extent of the ceded ,
territory. This meant, however, that only the religious privileges
of the church had been secured, for the clause in the treo.ty, "as
far as the laws of Great Britain permit," meant that papal authority
cSL
would not be tolerated within t'le British empire.
||
Other clauses provided that all the inhabitants of Illinois
who had been subjects of the king of France', might if they so de-
sired, sell their estates and retire with their effects to Louis-
ana. No restraint, would be placed on their emigration, except for
1. Erown, I-Iis t . of 111 ., 212-213.
2. Can. Arch., Report, 1907, p 75.

1
debt or on account of criminal procossoo. Thi.^ was alao a ful-
2
rillmont of the plodgos made in the treaty of Paris. Uie in-
habitant who doo * rt"^'! t^"^ retain thoir estates and b'.-ioo^ne ruibiocta
of Groat L-ritaln .voro i_juaraiitov^a liOcuriLy for their poi-sons and
3
effects and liberty of trade. Finally thoy were commanded to take
the oath of allegiance and fidelity to tho crown in case they re-
raaincd on i.ritisli soil.
j|
V/hen Captain Sterlini;; proceeded to Kaskaskia to post the
j;
proclamation and to adrainistor the oaths of allegiance for which he'
was empowered by the commanding general, he was confronted by an
unexpected movem.ent on the part of the inhabitants. A petition was
presented si.niined by the representative French of the village, ask-
ing for a respite of nine months in order that they might settle
their affairs and decide whether thev wished to remain under tbe
British government or withdraw from the country. At first Sterling '
refused to grant the request. According to the term.s of the Paris
treaty the inhabitants of the ceded territory had been given
eighteen months in which to withdraw, the time to be computed from l!
o
from the date of the exchange of ratifications. The limit had long
since expired, and it was therefore beyond the pov/er of Sterling
7
or his superior General Gage to grant legally an extension of time.
I
1. Brown, Pllst. of 111 ., P13.
P. Can. Arch., Report for 1907
, p 75.
3. Brown, Hist, of 111.^, 213.
4. Ibid. ~^
5. Sterling to Gage, Get. inth, l?f^5, Pub.Rec .Office, A.&W. 1 . 122L
P. Ibid.
7. Can. Arch., Report for 1007
,
p ,96.
c. Butler, Treaty Kakins Po'wer.I.
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Vvhen, however, tho commandant porceived that unlc^.^ jomo concoacilonB
wore granted, the village would be immediately depopulated, ho ex-
tended the time to the first of T'arch, 170^, with the provisiona
1
that a temproary oath of allogonce bo given, and that all desir-
ing to leave the country should give in their names in advance.
To this tentative proposition the French in Kaskaskia agreed on
condition that Sterling forward to the comraandlng general a peti-
tion, in which they ask for the longer time. An officer was dis-
patched to the villages of Prairie du Rocher, St. Phillipe, and /
4
Cahakia -.vere similar arrangements were made.
The m.achinery of civil government in operation under the
French regime had become badly deranged during the French and In-
dian war and v/hen the representatives of the English government
entered the countr;/ affairs were in a chaotic state. The command-
ant of the English troops had of course no authority to govern the
inhabitants." But he found himself face to face with conditions
which made immediate action imperative. Practically the only civ-
il officers Sterling found on the English side of the river were
Joseph La Febevre, who acted as Judge, Attorney General and Guard-
1. Sterlung to Gage, Oct. 18, 1765, Pub. Rec. Office, A. & V/.
I., Vol. 128.
2. Ibid. Parm.er to Gage, Dec. 19, 1765, B. T. Papers, Vol.
20, Penn. Hist. Goc. Lib.
3. Petition of inhabitants to Gage, Pub. Rec. Office, A. & iV
.
I., Vol. 122. The petition is signed by such prominent men as La
Grange, who acted for a time as civil judge under the British;
Rocheblane, who became the last British commandant in. Illinois:
Blouin, a wealthy 'merchant and later a prominent advocate of a civ-
il governm.ent, J. B. Beanvais, Charlevil-;e and others. Gage grant-
ed their request without waiting for an ansv/er from London, thus
indorsing the action of his subordinate. Gage to Conway, Jan. 16,
1766, Pub. Rec. Office, A. W. I., Vol. 122.
4. Sterling to Gage, Cot. IP, 17«5, Pub. Rec. Office, A. <^ W. i
I., Vol. 122.
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ian 01' llio Kov^l .warehouse, and Josoph Lauxiere, v/aa Clork and
Notary Public. But those nen retired with Gt. Ange and the French
p
soldiers to St. Louis shortly after the arrival of the English.
This brourht t.he vvholo r;overn!nental nachinory to a standstill, and
the English commander was forced to act. Ho determined to appoint
a judp;e and after consulting the principal inhabitants of the vil-
lages, celocted !". La Grange, who v/as intrusted "to decide all
disputes according to the Laws and Customs of the Country," with
liberty to appeal to the commandant in case the litigants were dis
satisfied with '^.is desission. The captains of nilitia seem, to
have retained their positions under the British, their duties be-
ing practically the same as in the French regime. Kach village or
parish had its captain who saw to the enforcem.ent of decrees and
4
other civil matters as well as looking after the local militia.
The office of royal commissary continued and James Rum.sey, a form-
o
or officer in the English army was appointed to this position.
But who v/cis to continue the duties o" the old French commandants
with both his civil and military functions? Obviously the m.ost
logical person was the commanding officer of the English troops
stationed at the fort, with the difference that the former held a
special comm.ission for the performance of these duties, while the
latter had no such authorization. A further and more fundamental
difference lay in the fact that fromerly the French had the right
1. Sterling to Gage, Dec. 15, 1765, Pub. Rec. Office, A. &
J., Vol. 1^2.
2. Ibid.
•3. Ibid.
4, Ibid. Cahokia Records, British Period.
5. Sterling to Gage, Oct. 18, 1765, Fub. B.ec. Office, A. & .
I., Vol.. 122, y. Col. Docs. X, 1161.
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to appeal to uporior Council at Nov; Orloans, 'v;iilG apparently
no such corresponding safeguard was given them by the new arrange-
ment .
1
Gterlinr did not lonr; retain comT^iand of the posst for in Dqc-
2
ember he was superseded by Major Robert Farmer, his superior in
rank, who arrived from Mobile with a detachment of the 34th re^J
-
ment, after an eight months voyage. Their arrival was excedingly
welcome to Sterling and his men since they v/ere becomiing greatly
embarrassed for lack of provisions, ammunition, and presents for
the Indians. vvhen they left Fort Pitt in August, it had not been
thought necessary to transport more than sixty pounds of ammunition
inasm.uch as Fort de Chartres v/as expected to yield a sufficient
supply, and both Gage and Sterling believed that Croghan, with his
cargo of supplies, v.^ould be awaiting the arrival of the troops at
4
the Illinois. Neither expectation was realized. Croghan was taacK
in the colonies prior to Sterlings arrival at the post, and when
1. I'onette, in Hist, of the Valley of the Mississippi, I, 411,
says that "Capt. Stirling died in Decem.ber, St. Ange returned to
Fort Chartres, and not long afterward Major Frazer, from Fort Pitt
arrived as co'^'mancant . " Billou, in Annals of St. Louis, I,p 26,
makes the same assertion. The statement is an error, since Stir-
ling served in the Kevolutionary war, and lived until 180«S . Frazer
never comjnanded at Fort Chartres. See V/insor, Narr. &. Crit. Hist.
VI, 706. For a sketch of Sterling's career see N. Y. Col. Docs.,
VII, 706, and Die. of Nat. Eiog. Vol.
2. For sketch of Farmer ' s" life see N. Y. Col. Docs., VII, 7S6.
3. Farm.er to Gage, Dec. 1-^5 19, 1765, .B. T. Papers, Vol. 20,
Fa. Hist. Soc. Lib. Johnson to Lords of Trade, Mar. 22, 1766, N.
Y. Col Docs. VII, 816. Gage to Conway, liar. 28, 1766, B. T. Papers,
Vol. 20, Pa. Hist. Soc. Lib.' Campbell to Johnson,' Mar. 29, 1766,
Park. Coll., Pontiac, Miscell. 1765-1778. Farmer to Gage, Mar. 11,
1766, Home Office- Papers, Vol. 20, No. 41, Pub. Hec. Office. In the
letter just cited Farmer blames Gov. Johnstone of West Florida for
his long delay in starting for the Illinois and for the scant sup-
ply of provisions he carrit3d. It appears that Farmer had planned
to start early in the spring of 1765, but he alledges that John-
stone questioned his right to take provisions from the store, and
in many 'other ways delayed his departure for several w-eeks.
4. Sterl:'ng to Gage, Oct. 18, 1765, P. R. Office, A.&W. I
.
, Vol . 122.
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Ihe fort was transferred, it yieldod neither anraunibion nor other
1
supplies in nufficiont quantity to moot the noods of the troopB.
An asvsenhly of three or four thousand Indians had been accua-
tomed to gather at tho fort oach spring to receive annual gifts
from the French. But the English had made no provisions for such
a contingency, which, coupled with the weakness of the garrison
and the recent hostility of the Indians, v/ould probably lead to
serious complications. A possible defection of the Indians, there-
fore, necessitated a large supply of military stores- which it was
possible to obtain from thr French merchants in the villages. The
latter agreed to furnish the soldiers with ammunition, on the con-
3
dition that other provisions v/ould also be purchased, for v/hich
an 4
the English alleged they charged exorbitant price. Sterling was
compelled to acquiesce, for the merchants had sent their goods a-
cross the river where he could not get at them.
The large supply of provisions which the colony had produced
in former years seems to have decreased, at any rate it fell far
short of the expectations of the English officers. One officer
writes at this tim.e that "they have indeed but little here, and
are doing us a vast favor v/hen they iBt us have a Gallon of French
Brandy at tv/enty Shillings Sterling, and as the price is not as yet
6
regulated the Eatables is in the same proportion." The wealth of
colony had been considerably impaired since the occupation on ac-
count of the exodes of a large number of French who disobeyed the
1. Letter of Sidington, Oct. 12, 1755, Catham Papers, Pub.
Rec. Office. 2, Ibid. 3. Ibid.
4. Ibid., Stirling to Gage, Oct. 18, 17fi5, Pub. Rec. Office,
A. & W. I., Vol. 122,
5.
^
Sterling to Gage, Cct;l8,1765, Pub. hec. Office, A.c'v'iV.I
.
, 12S.
6. ' Letter of Sidington, Oct. 12, 1765, Catham Papers, Pub.
Rec. Office, Vol. 122.
j
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ordor of Sterling that, all who desired to withdrav/ Ghould (:;ive in
their names in advance. Taking their cattle, grain and effecta a-
croGS the forrios at Cahokia and Kaskaskia, they founr! horaoa at
1
St. Louis and St. Genevlovo on the ijpanish aido. Probably a large
part of the emigrants left in the hope that in Louisiana they
o
might still enjoy their ancient laws and privile.res, and others
from fear lost the Indians, who were nov/ assuming; a thro toning
3
attitude, might destroy their crops and homes.
The acute situation of the garrison brought on by the dearth
of supplies continued through the v/lnter and spring of 1765 and
•i
17('?6. Farmer estimated that all the provisions available amounted
to no more than fifty thousand pounds of flour and 1250 pounds of
5
corn meal, upon which tlie garrison could barely subsist till the
I.Sterling to CJage, D c. 15, 17G5, Chatham Papers, Pub. Rec.
Office, A?-, ^c "lU I., Vol. 122.
2. Fraser to Gage, Dec. 16, 1765, B.T. Papers, Vol. 20, -Pa.
Kist. Soc. Lib. Farmer alleged that St. Ange, v/ho acted a,s com-
mandant at St. Louis after his retirement from Port Chartres, in-
stigated many of the French to cross -ver, and that other residents
of the Spanish side endeavoured to frighten, "ti^e inhabitants of
Illinois by representing Major Farmer as a rascal who 'would de-
prive them, of their forner privileges .
3. L-emorial of the inhabitants to Gage, Oct. 17G5, Pub. Rec.
Office, Am. & W. I., Vol.122. Fraser t6 Cage, Dec. 16, 1765, B.T.
Papers, Vol. XX, Fa. Hist. Soc. Lib. The movement of the inhabit-
ants across the river was considerable during the early years of
the occupation. In the summer of 17^5, there were approximately
2000 v/hites on the English side. Fraser to Gage, May 15, 1765, Pub.
Rec. Office, A. & \7. I., Vol. 122. Three years later, in 1768, the
approximate number was 1000. See for this. State of the Settlements
in the Illinois Country, Pub. Rec. Office, ''A. & IV. I,', Vol. 125.
4. Farmer to Gage, Dec.^ 16, 1765, B, T. Papers, Vol. 20, Pa.
Hist. Soc. Lib. Ibid., March 19, 1766, Pub. Rec. Office, A. & W. I.
Vol. 122.
5. Ibid., Dec. 16 & 19, B. T. Papers, Vol. 20. Farmer had
just received word that Col. Reid was on his way to the Illinois
from " obile, with about fifty men and just enough provisions for
the journey, he was depending upon receiving further supplies at
Port Chartres. Ibid.
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follov/in,^ 'Tuly ; and a portion of this otock would have to be Given
to the Indians, since representatives of the Indian depart ont had
not yet aj^peared. These circumstances obliged iMajor Farmer to
send Sterling; and his troops^to New York by way of the Mississippi
river and New Orleans instead of up the Ohio river In accordance
1
with Gaffe's orders. In response to a series of urgent requests
for assistance. Gage employed a force of Indians to tranajjort a
cargo to the Illinois, which reached Fort Chartres during the
early summer of 17(S6, by which time also representatives of the
English merchants at Philadelphia had arrived with large stores of
3
supplies. Henceforth we hear nothing further of a shortage of
provisions in the Illinois, for not only did the English merchants
import large supplier, from the East, but cargoes were brought up
4
the Mississippi from New Orleans by the French; and for a time the
English governiiient itself transpotted the necessary provisions
5
from Fort Pitt.
Late in the summer of 1766 Farmer was relieved by-
Lieutenant Colonel Reid, who arrived during the sum^ner from Mobile
6
with another detachraent of the thirty-fourth regiment. Reid soon
1. Farmer to Gage, Dec. 15 & 19, 1765, B.T. Papers Vol. XX, Pa.
Hist. Soc. Lib.
S.Gage to Conway, June S4, 17n6, Pub. Rec. Office, A. & W. I.,
Vol. 122.
3. Ibid., July 15, 1766. Baynton, Whajiton, & Llorgan to Gage,
Aug. 10, 1766, /ohn-on IISS, Vol. XIII, No. 30.
4. See supra ch. IV.
5. George Morgan's Letter Book. M3 copy. I
6. The eyact date of the change "s not knovm. The first docu-
ment that appears with Reid's signature as commandant is dated
Sept. ath. Joh-nson MSS, Vol. XIII, No. 104. Major Farmer v;as ex-
pecting his successor's arrival some time in July or August. Farm-
er to Gage, Mar. 9th, 1766, Pub. Rec. Office, Am.". S: '7. I., Vol.122.
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became obnoxiouo to the people on account of his tyrannical act;-,
many of which have boen rocordod in Colonel George Morr^an'a letter
book. Vir, administration of affairs, however, continued over a
period of two years. In I7(^p. he was relieved by Colonel John
Wilkins v;ho ruled the French for the next three years.
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